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Abstract

This thesis describes the design, construction and testing of a dome

coil. The dome coil is hemispherical in shape and is intended to be

used within a set of hemispherical gradient coils in a seven tesla mag-

netic resonance imaging magnet. The dome coil has eight independent

elements and is designed to be used for parallel transmission and recep-

tion. It is shown that the dome coil produces less specific absorption

rate than a conventional birdcage coil and is suitable for head imaging.

A study of travelling wave magnetic resonance imaging is also pre-

sented. In this study two different methods of generating a travelling

wave (using a patch antenna and an end-fire helix antenna) are com-

pared, and the power requirements and specific absorption rate of the

travelling wave approach are considered. It is concluded that travel-

ling wave magnetic resonance imaging is best performed using a local

receive coil and with the travelling wave antenna placed at least 50 cm

from the subject.

All theory relevant to the design, construction, testing and use of

these coils and antennas is also presented.
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Abbreviations and Conventions

Abbreviations

AD - analogue to digital

CAD - computer-aided design

CEM - computational electromagnetics

DFT - discrete Fourier transform

EM - electromagnetic

EPI - echo-planar imaging

FDTD - finite-difference time domain

FFE - fast field echo

FID - free-induction decay

FLAIR - fluid attenuated inversion recovery

FOV - field of view

FoX - field of excitation

FT - Fourier transform

GRE - gradient echo

GR-EPI - gradient echo echo-planar imaging

IR - inversion recovery

IR-Prep - inversion recovery preparation

LHS - left-hand side

MP - magnetisation preparation

MR - magnetic resonance

MRI - magnetic resonance imaging

PA - projection acquisition

PO - power optimization
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RARE - relaxation enhancement

RF - radio-frequency

RHS - right-hand side

SAR - specific absorption rate

SE - spin echo

SE-EPI - spin echo echo-planar imaging

SENSE - sensitivity encoding

SNR - signal-to-noise ratio

SPECIAL - spectral inversion of lipids

SPMMRC - Sir Peter Mansfield magnetic resonance centre

STIR - short tau inversion recovery

TE - echo time

TI - inversion time

TLM - transmission line modeling

TR - repetition time

TW - travelling wave

Conventions

• j =
√
−1

• i represents an oscillating current

• i and j are unit vectors in k-space.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 An Introduction to Current Magnetic

Resonance Imaging

Since its development as a medical imaging modality by Sir Peter Mans-

field in 1977 [1], MRI has been progressing to higher and higher field

strengths as researchers try to achieve better signal-to-noise. The cur-

rent medical standard is three tesla or lower, while the current high-

est field for research purposes is seven tesla, with even stronger field

strength scanners being planned. With each new field strength come

new challenges and problems. In particular at seven tesla the wave-

length of the RF signal being used becomes comparable to the size of

the human body. This causes B1 inhomogeneities which create dark re-

gions in the images where very little to no signal is obtained. This has

prevented seven tesla imaging from being used for larger regions of the

body, particularly the torso; most imaging at seven tesla is restricted
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to the head.

The most common method of overcoming B1 inhomogeneities is to

use transmit SENSE, first proposed by Katscher et al. in 2003 [2]. In

transmit SENSE multiple transmitters are used so that the B1’s gen-

erated by each element combine to cancel out any B1 inhomogeneities.

A recent alternative to transmit SENSE is travelling wave (TW)

MRI, first proposed by Brunner et al. in 2009 [3]. In this approach to

MRI, the transmit coil is replaced by a transmit antenna. This trans-

mits a circularly polarised wave down the bore which then produces,

theoretically, an excitation pattern without any B1 inhomogeneities.

TW MRI also has the potential benefit of freeing up space in the bore.

1.2 Chapter Summaries

Chapter one contains an introduction to the current state of magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI).

Chapter two provides all the theory relevant to this research. It

includes an overview of MRI, pulse sequences and image acquisition.

The mathematics of sensitivity encoding (SENSE) is given and trans-

mit SENSE is also introduced. The different methods of simulating

electromagnetic (EM) systems are covered as well as radio-frequency

(RF) circuit theory. Finally, travelling wave MRI and reciprocity are

considered.

Chapter three is a literature survey covering the key publications

on SENSE and transmit SENSE, coupling, decoupling and travelling

wave MRI.
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Chapter four describes the different elements of a MRI scanner. It

then details how the various coils and antennas used in this research

were constructed. The simulations used in this research are then illus-

trated and the chapter then ends with information on how the coils and

antennas were calibrated.

Chapter five presents the results obtained from using a dome head

coil for parallel transmission. Transmit SENSE pulses are given, as well

as the images that they produced. Images obtained by the dome coil

are shown. Final calibration and specific absorption rate (SAR) values

are also quoted.

Chapter six contains the results from investigations into travelling

wave MRI. A comparison between a patch antenna and an end-fire helix

antenna is given. Images obtained by the patch antenna are shown.

Final calibration and SAR values for the patch antenna are also quoted.

Chapter seven provides conclusions for this research, and an ap-

pendix includes the MATLAB code used for pulse design in chapter

five.
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Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 Theory of Magnetic Resonance Imag-

ing

2.1.1 Quantum Mechanics

In quantum mechanics, angular momentum is quantised. An electron

orbiting a proton (see Figure 2.1) possesses a set of stable rotational

states with total angular momentum Ltot,

Ltot = [J (J + 1)]
1

2 h̄, (2.1)

where h̄ ∼= 1.054 × 10−34Js, is Planck’s constant divided by 2π, and J

is a quantum number. Equation 2.1 implies the quantisation of total

angular momentum.

Rotational energy is proportional to the square of the total angular

momentum and is therefore also quantised. The stable energies of a
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two-body system are

EJ = BJ (J + 1) (2.2)

where B is the rotational constant of the system. B is small for a heavy

system and large for a light system.

J provides no information about the axis of rotation. In order to

specify the axis a second quantum number, MJ , must be used. MJ

can be one of 2J + 1 integer values, ranging from −J,−J + 1, ... + J .

MJ is sometimes referred to as the azimuthal quantum number. If no

external field is applied, all MJ values associated with a particular J

value are degenerate (i.e. have the same energy). Applying an external

magnetic field causes the MJ values to have different energy values.

This is called the Zeeman effect. The spread of energies is called the

Zeeman splitting.

Spin is also a form of angular momentum, but it is not produced

by rotation of the system. Spin is an intrinsic property of the particle

itself. The total angular momentum of particles with spin takes values

of the form [S (S + 1)]
1

2 h̄. Each S level consists of 2S + 1 degenerate

energy levels. These energy levels cease to be degenerate in a magnetic

field. Every elementary particle has an intrinsic spin quantum number

S. Some particles have integer S-values (e.g. 0, 1, 2 ...) and are called

bosons. Other particles have half-integer S-values (e.g. 1
2
, 3

2
, 5

2
...) and

are called fermions.

The angular momentum of a particle is a vector and may point in

any direction in space. For a sample of spins in equilibrium in the

absence of a magnetic field, the distribution of magnetic moments is
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Figure 2.1: The energies of a rotating two-body system, and the Zeeman

splitting of those energy levels in a magnetic field.

completely isotropic. If a magnetic field is suddenly applied the spin

polarisation moves around the field. The magnetic moment moves on

a cone, keeping a constant angle between the spin magnetic moment

and the field, as shown in Figure 2.2. This is called precession. Spins

precess because they possess angular momentum as well as a magnetic

moment. These two moments combine to create the conical path of the

spin polarization.

2.1.2 Generating the Magnetic Resonance Imag-

ing Signal

The physical process which makes MRI possible is the interaction of

nuclear spins with electromagnetic (EM) radiation. This interaction

alters the spin state of the nuclear spins, and when the spins relax back

to their original state they emit EM radiation which can be detected
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Figure 2.2: A spin in a magnetic field will precess about the field.

and used to create a magnetic resonance (MR) image. This process can

be examined by considering the applied EM radiation as an oscillating

time-dependent B-field and substituting it into the classical equation

of motion,
dµ

dt
= γµ × B. (2.3)

µ is the magnetic moment of a nucleus, t is time, γ is the gyromagnetic

ratio and B is the magnetic field. The magnetic moment of a nucleus

is a measure of a nucleus’ ability to interact with a magnetic field. It

is a combination of the effects of circulation of electric currents, the

magnetic moments of the electrons and the magnetic moments of the

atomic nuclei. The atomic nuclei contribution is typically many orders

of magnitude smaller than the other two. The magnetic moments of

electrons and nuclei are inherent properties of the particles, and are
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related to the spin of the particles by

µ = γS. (2.4)

The gyromagnetic ratio is positive when the magnetic moment is par-

allel to the angular momentum of the particle, and negative when the

magnetic moment is opposite to the angular momentum.

Now consider the application of a RF EM wave, B1(t), to a single

nuclear spin in the presence of a static field B, usually defined as

B = kBz. (2.5)

The oscillating B-field, B1(t), that is usually applied perpendicular to

B, is the most important part of the RF radiation.

B1(t) = i2B1 cos ωt (2.6)

B1(t) can be resolved into two components, one rotating anticlockwise

about the z-axis and the other rotating clockwise, as B1(t) is linearly

polarised along the x-axis.

Ba(t) = B1(i cos ωt + j sin ωt) (2.7)

Bc(t) = B1(i cos ωt − j sin ωt) (2.8)

ω is the angular frequency of rotation, and i, j and k are orthogonal

unit vectors. The equation of motion has now become

dµ

dt
= γµ × (B + B1(t)) = γµ × (kBz + B1(i cos ωt − j sin ωt)). (2.9)

The anticlockwise component of the magnetic field can be ignored since

it has the opposite polarisation to the spin precession and so the two
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will not interact significantly compared to the clockwise component.

It is now convenient to begin considering the system in the rotating

reference frame, that is the frame which rotates about the z-axis at

frequency −ω. In this frame B1 is stationary,

B1(t) = B1i’, (2.10)

where i’ is a new unit vector. This has the effect of removing the time

dependence of B1 from the equations of motion. Now designate the

new axes of this rotating reference frame as (x’, y’, z), giving a new

magnetic moment vector of

µ = µx′i’ + µy′j’ + µzk. (2.11)

From classical mechanics it is known that if the time derivative of a

vector r in the non-rotating frame is given by
(

dr
dt

)

x,y,z
, then the time

derivative in the rotating frame is given by the following transformation;
(

dr

dt

)

x,y,z

= ω × r +

(

dr

dt

)

x′,y′,z

, (2.12)

where ω = −ωk is the angular velocity. If this transformation is applied

to the equation of motion the following is obtained:

ω × µ +

(

dµ

dt

)

x′,y′,z

= γµ × (Bzk + B1i’) . (2.13)

This can be rearranged and written in terms of an effective magnetic

field Beff as follows:
(

dµ

dt

)

x′,y′,z

= µ × γBeff (2.14)

where

Beff = B1i’ +

(

Bz −
ω

γ

)

k. (2.15)
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The result of this equation is that the magnetic moment precesses about

the axis of Beff . This induces an oscillating current in the receiver coil

which is called a free-induction decay (FID).

Now consider the special case where ω = ωL, where ωL is the Larmor

frequency of our spin system, then Bz = ω
γ

and therefore Beff = B1i’. In

this case µ precesses about the x’ axis and the application of B1 has the

effect of rotating µ about the x’-axis at angular frequency ω = −γB1.

After a time tw, the magnetic moment vector will have rotated through

an angle θ = γB1tw.

The above mathematics demonstrates how an MR signal is excited.

A RF pulse of frequency ωL is applied for a duration of tw, polarised in

a plane perpendicular to the applied static magnetic field. This has the

effect of tipping the magnetic moment vector through an angle θ. This

is equivalent to flipping the spin from the up state to the down state,

which causes absorption and stimulated emission. It is this stimulated

emission which is detected as an MR signal.

2.1.3 Relaxation of the Magnetic Resonance Imag-

ing Signal

The Bloch equations describe the time evolution of a spin-1/2 ensemble.

They take into account the effects of relaxation, RF fields and the

resonance offset on the spins. The Bloch equations are a set of coupled
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differential equations,

d

dt
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where Ω0 is the resonance offset, ωnut = |γB1| is the nutation frequency

of the pulse and φ is the phase of the RF field. T1 is the spin-lattice

or longitudinal relaxation time constant, which is dependent on the

nucleus and its environment, such as viscosity and temperature. T2 is

the transverse relaxation constant and accounts for the homogeneous

decay of the precessing macroscopic nuclear magnetisation.

If the resonance offset Ω0 and the relaxation constants T−1
1 and T−1

2

are all set to zero the Bloch equations describe stimulated absorption

and emission. If the nutation frequency ωnut is set to zero the Bloch

equations describe free evolution of the spin with relaxation.

The steady state values of the components of the magnetisation can

be found by solving the Bloch equations. If the phase φ and resonance

offset Ω0 are both equal to zero, then the time-derivatives become

d

dt
My = −T−1

2 My − ωnutMz (2.17)

and

d

dt
Mz = ωnutMy − T−1

1 (Mz − M0) . (2.18)

In the steady-state the time-derivatives vanish and the resulting equa-
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tion can be solved for the transverse magnetisation

My (steady state) =
−T2ωnutM0

1 + T1T2ω2
nut

. (2.19)
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2.2 Pulses

2.2.1 Excitation Pulses

An excitation pulse tips the magnetisation vector away from the di-

rection of B0, allowing an MR signal to be detected. Every MR pulse

sequence uses at least one excitation pulse.

An excitation pulse is achieved by pulsing the RF field modulation

envelope (B1(t)) for a short time, typically between 200 µs and 5 ms.

This is short enough so that T1 and T2 relaxation can usually be ignored

for proton MRI.

Excitation pulses are characterised by their flip angle, θ. θ is the

angle between the magnetisation vector and the direction of the main

magnetic field immediately after the excitation pulse finishes. The flip

angle for on-resonance spins can be found using the area under the RF

envelope:

θ(t) = γ
∫ t

t′=0
B1(t

′)dt′. (2.20)

For example, in spin echo pulse sequences θ = 90o is typically used,

while in gradient echo pulses flip angles between 5o and 70o are common.

Slice-selective excitation pulses can be used with slice-selective gra-

dients to produce excited sections or slices of magnetisation. Alterna-

tively a hard pulse (a short duration, rectangular pulse) can be used.

Hard pulses typically excite all the spins that are coupled to the RF

coil.

Excitation pulses can produce a flip angle that varies across a se-

lected slice. The resulting distribution of transverse magnetisation,
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Figure 2.3: Excitation pulses can be hard pulses, but truncated sinc

pulses produce very uniform slice profiles.

when plotted against either position or frequency, is called the slice

profile.

For small flip angles, the slice profile is approximated by the FT

of the RF pulse. An ideal slice profile consists of a uniform flip angle

within the desired slice and a flip angle of θ = 0o outside. Truncated

sinc pluses (as shown in Figure 2.3) make very good excitation pulses

as the FT of an infinitely long sinc pulse is a perfect rectangular pulse.

A truncated sinc pulse therefore produces a very uniform slice profile.

2.2.2 Inversion Pulses

An inversion pulse nutates the magnetisation vector from the main

magnetic field direction B0 to the negative B0 direction. Although

an ideal inversion pulse rotates the magnetisation vector through 180o,
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sometimes the angle is not quite 180o, either by design or due to sys-

tem imperfections (see Figure 2.4). Such pulses still serve as inversion

pulses, provided that they still result in a magnetisation vector with a

negative z component.

Inversion pulses can be categorised by pulse shape, spatial selectiv-

ity, spectral selectivity, and adiabaticity. These are not mutually exclu-

sive, for example a sinc-shaped inversion pulse can be used for spatial or

spectral selection. The selectivity of an inversion pulse is determined

by both its pulse shape and the pulse width. Inversion pulses with

constant RF amplitude (i.e. rectangular or hard pulses) are usually

non-selective, while amplitude modulated pulses are usually frequency

selective. Using a frequency selective inversion pulse concurrently with

a slice-selection gradient results in a spatially selective pulse. Using

a frequency selective inversion pulse without a slice-selection gradient

allows the pulse to be spectrally selective.

Inversion pulses are similar to refocusing pulses in that they both

have nominal flip angle of 180o, however inversion pulses assume that

the magnetisation is initially along the +z direction, whereas refocusing

pulses do not. Refocusing pulses are typically accompanied by a crusher

gradient pair, whereas an inversion pulse is usually followed by a spoiler

gradient to dephase any residual transverse magnetisation.

Inversion and excitation pulses share the same initial condition, but

an excitation pulse results in significant transverse magnetisation and

an inversion pulse does not. A non-selective inversion pulse can be

obtained by increasing the flip angle of a non-selective excitation pulse

18



to 180o, but this is usually not possible with selective pulses.

It is possible to use an inversion pulse to negate the signal from

a tissue with a specific T1. This is achieved by applying an inversion

pulse a time T1ln2 before an excitation pulse, and is used in short

tau inversion recovery (STIR, [4] [5]) and spectral inversion at lipids

(SPECIAL, [6]) to suppress lipid signals. This is also used to eliminate

hyperintense signals from cerebrospinal fluid in fluid attenuated inver-

sion recovery (FLAIR, [7] [8]). Another use of inversion pulses is to

alter the T1 contrast in an image, which is sometimes called inversion

recovery preparation (IR-Prep) or magnetisation preparation (MP) [9].

Inversion pulses are also widely used to measure the T1 relaxation times

of tissues and in perfusion imaging.

2.2.3 Refocusing Pulses

The transverse magnetisation excited by an RF pulse will usually con-

sist of contributions from many spin isochromats. Applied imaging

gradients, field inhomogeneities, magnetic susceptibility variation and

chemical shifts can all affect the precession frequencies of these isochro-

mats differently. This produces isochromats with a range of precession

frequencies distributed about the average Larmor frequency. This is

known as phase dispersion. A refocusing pulse rotates the dispersing

spin isochromats about an axis in the transverse plane. This leads to

the magnetisation vectors refocusing at a later time. This refocused

magnetisation is known as an RF spin echo, or simply a spin echo.

The optimal flip angle for a refocusing pulse is 180o, as it produces
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Figure 2.4: a) initially the magnetisation M(0) is aligned with B(0).

An RF inversion pulse B1(t) is applied along the x axis which rotates

the magnetisation vector in the yz plane about the x axis. At the end

of the pulse (time T ) the magnetisation M(T ) is along the negative z

axis. b) when the flip angle is not 180o the inversion is incomplete and

a transverse magnetisation My is produced.

the largest spin echo signal. Refocusing pulses can have a flip angle

that is not equal to 180o, but the refocusing is only partial for such

pulses.

Many types of pulse can be used for refocusing, such as rectangular,

SINC [10] [11], composite [12], adiabatic [13], or variable-rate pulses [14]

[15]. Refocusing pulses can be spatially selective, spectrally selective,

or non-selective. The most common spatially selective pulses include

are SINC pulses, whereas non-selective pulses are almost always rect-

angular. Adiabatic refocusing pulses can provide excellent immunity to
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B1 field variations, but they require longer pulse widths and typically

deposit more RF power. They can be used as non-selective refocusing

pulses.

To examine how a refocusing pulse works, consider two magnetisa-

tion vectors h and h′ which are precessing at slightly different speeds

after the application of a 90o excitation pulse, as shown in Figure 2.5.

Initially they are at the same position, but after a time t1 they will be

in different positions due to their differing speeds. A 180o refocusing

pulse, B1, is now applied along the y axis. This rotates both h and h′

about the y axis by 180o and they then continue precessing as before.

After another period of time t2 = t1, both magnetisation vectors will

again coincide, producing a spin echo.

Refocusing pulses are widely used in many pulse sequences, e.g. RF

spin echo [16], rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement (RARE)

[17] [18], spin echo EPI [19] and navigator echo generation [20]. Spa-

tially selective refocusing pulses are most commonly employed in multi-

slice 2D sequences. Single-slice 2D or single-slab 3D spin echo imaging

can be performed with a spatially selective excitation pulse and a non-

selective refocusing pulse, though using a spatially selective refocusing

pulse can help to reduce artifacts. 3D acquisitions often use spatially

non-selective refocusing pulses.
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Figure 2.5: a) both spin isochromats are aligned with the z axis. b) after

the RF excitation pulse B1,ex(t) is applied along the x axis both mag-

netisation vectors are rotated onto the y axis. c) due to off-resonance

effects the magnetisation vectors precess at different speeds. d) apply-

ing the refocusing pulse B1,refocusing(t) flips each magnetisation vector

about the y axis by 180o. e) after the refocusing pulse the magnetisa-

tion vectors continue to precess as indicated by the arrows. f) after a

delay time both magnetisation vectors meet up at the y axis and form

a spin echo. T2 decay has caused the magnetisation vectors to reduce

in size.
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2.3 Pulse Sequences

When considering sequences of pulses, two important measurements of

time frequently occur. These are the repetition time (TR), which is

the time between repetitions of the pulse sequence, and the echo time

(TE), which is the time between the application of the pulse and the

peak in the received echo signal.

2.3.1 Gradient Echo Pulse Sequences

Gradient echo (GRE, see Figure 2.8b) is a class of pulse sequences that

is primarily used for fast scanning [21]. This makes GRE particularly

useful in 3D volume imaging and other applications that require short

acquisition times, such as vascular and cardiac imaging or acquisitions

that require breath-holds.

Rather than use a 180o RF refocusing pulse to form an echo, GRE

pulse sequences use a gradient reversal on the frequency encoding axis

to form an echo. A readout prephasing gradient lobe dephases the spin

isochromats, and then a readout gradient that has opposite polarity

rephases them. The peak of the GRE occurs when the area under the

two gradient lobes is equal. Reducing the gradient area of the readout

prephasing lobe allows partial-echo acquisition and reconstruction.

GRE acquisitions can be fast because the flip angle is typically less

than 90o. This means that the longitudinal magnetisation component

is never inverted by an RF refocusing pulse. This eliminates the need

for a lengthy T1 recovery and thus allows GRE sequences to have a

short TR (e.g. 2-50 ms).
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Other practical uses of GRE sequences are the production of images

with hyperintense blood signal and producing susceptibility-weighted

images. Because there is no 180o pulse to refocus the phase evolution

caused by local variations in the magnetic fields, the phase of the spin

isochromats in the transverse plane continues to accumulate during the

entire echo time.

The convention employed by Philips on their Achieva systems is to

call GRE sequences fast field echo (FFE) sequences.

2.3.2 Inversion Recovery Pulse Sequences

MRI can produce T1-weighted contrast images by exploiting the fact

that many biological tissues have distinct T1 relaxation times. In inver-

sion recovery (IR, see Figure 2.6), an inversion pulse flips the longitudi-

nal magnetisation from the +z axis to the −z axis. There is then a time

delay, called the inversion time (TI), to allow the inverted magnetisa-

tion to recover toward its equilibrium value. Tissues with different T1

values recover at different rates. Before the tissues can fully recover, a

RF excitation pulse is applied. This pulse then converts the differences

in the longitudinal magnetisation into differences in the transverse mag-

netisation. The resulting signals produce an image with T1-weighted

contrast.

An IR pulse sequence consists of two parts separated by the TI.

The first part consists of the inversion pulse with an optional spoiler

gradient, as well as the associated slice-selection gradient. The second

part is a self-contained pulse sequence, such as RF spin echo or EPI.
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The first part is commonly referred to as an IR module, and the second

part is often called the host sequence. Usually there is one IR module

for each host sequence, but sometimes multiple IR modules may precede

a host sequence, or a single IR module may be followed by many host

sequences.

IR pulse sequences require long TR’s to allow the T1-weighted con-

trast to fully develop. They therefore are mainly used with fast imaging

2D host sequences, and even then they can still have prohibitively long

acquisition times.

IR sequences can benefit from being reconstructed as real images (as

opposed to magnitude images) [22] [23]. This is because IR magnetisa-

tions range from −M to +M instead of from 0 to M . Reconstructing

them as real images preserves this double dynamic range and thus can

increase the contrast. This is known as phase-sensitive inversion recov-

ery.

IR sequences are widely used, as they have a broad range of T1-

weighted contrast and can be used to generate T1 maps. They can also

be used to selectively attenuate signals, e.g. lipid suppression or fluid

attenuation.

2.3.3 Radio Frequency Spin Echo Sequences

A RF spin echo (RF SE, see Figure 2.7) is formed by an excitation pulse

and one or more refocusing pulses [16]. Usually the excitation pulse is

90o and the refocusing pulse is 180o. SE images are typically obtained

in 2D. The main advantage of an SE pulse sequence is its ability to
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Figure 2.6: A generic IR pulse sequence. The optional spoiler gradient

(dotted line) dephases any residual transverse magnetisation created

by the inversion pulse.

obtain either T1, T2, or proton density weighted images. The contrast

weighting achieved depends upon the TR and TE values selected. SE

sequences are also particularly robust, being less prone to blurring and

ghosting than EPI.

The 180o refocusing pulse also refocuses off-resonance effects, re-

sulting in fewer artifacts from things such as main field inhomogeneity

and magnetic susceptibility variations.

Gradient echoes are contrast weighted by the factor e−TE/T ∗

2 and

SE’s are weighted by the factor e−TE/T2 . As T2 ≥ T ∗

2 SE’s can use

longer TE’s to produce heavily T2-weighted images without excessive

signal loss due to T ∗

2 .
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SE images are not prone to chemical shift arising from water and

fat signals in the same voxel, but they do suffer from chemical shift

artifacts in the slice-selection and readout directions.

SE’s only fill k-space one line at a time. This makes SE acquisition

times that are much longer than echo-train pulse sequences. Having

long acquisition times but high signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) makes SE

pulses well suited to parallel imaging. When taking T1-weighted images,

TR is reduced and hence acquisition times can be shorter, making SE

pulses a popular choice when taking T1-weighted images.

It is possible to acquire two echoes per TR interval using an SE

pulse sequence [24]. Doing so allows you to acquire a T2 map, in which

each pixel value gives you a quantitative measurement of the T2 for

the tissue within that pixel. A long echo train of SE’s is acquired,

and a fit of signal intensity measured in each pixel can be used to

calculate T2. There are a few possible systematic errors which can

lead to incorrect T2 measurements however. Contributions from the

stimulated echoes can introduce an unwanted T1-weighted variation

into the echo train signal, which can make it hard to fit the decay to

an exponential. Using magnitude reconstruction introduces a non-zero

positive mean noise value. This can increase the measured T2 and is a

particular problem when measuring short T2’s. Both of these problems

can be overcome using more complicated fitting parameters, such as

S(TE) = N + Ae−TE/T2 + ....
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Figure 2.7: A generic RF SE pulse sequence.

2.3.4 Echo Planar Imaging

Echo planar imaging (EPI) is one of the fastest MRI pulse sequences,

being able to produce a 2D image in a few tens of milliseconds [1].

EPI varies from conventional pulse sequences in the way the readout

and phase-encoding gradients are applied. In EPI, a series of bipo-

lar readout gradients are used to generate a train of gradient echoes.

By applying a phase-encoding gradient, each gradient echo becomes

distinctively spatially encoded so that multiple k-space lines can be

sampled under the envelope of a FID or an RF spin echo. As gradient

echoes can be produced so quickly, EPI generates images very rapidly.

It is quite common for an EPI sequence to produce around 100 gra-

dient echoes to generate a low-resolution 2D image from a single RF

excitation. Such a sequence is called single shot EPI.
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Although EPI can be used for both 2D and 3D imaging, most EPI

applications are 2D to take advantage of its very short acquisition times.

Typical EPI 2D sequences use orthogonal readout, phase-encoding, and

slice-selection gradient waveforms. The slice-selection gradients are no

different from the slice-selection gradients used in any other MRI pulse

sequence. The readout and phase-encoding gradients are different from

most other pulse sequences and need additional processing prior to

image reconstruction. See Figure 2.8 for a comparison of an EPI ac-

quisition to an RF pulse and a conventional GRE acquisition.

EPI is prone to a number of artifacts. The most common is ghosting

along the phase-encoding direction. This can be caused by eddy cur-

rents, concomitant magnetic fields, and other system imperfections and

physical phenomena. These ghosting artifacts are called Nyquist ghosts

and can often be reduced or eliminated by calibration, reconstruction,

or postprocessing. Chemical shift artifacts in EPI can be very severe

along the phase-encoded direction, so some form of lipid suppression is

usually necessary. Off-resonance effects (from susceptibility variations,

B0 inhomogeneities, eddy currents, etc.) can also severely distort EPI

images. T ∗

2 decay during the formation of the gradient echo can also

blur an EPI image.

Gradient-echo Echo Planar Imaging

A gradient-echo EPI (GR-EPI, see Figure 2.9) sequence begins with a

selective excitation pulse to create an FID signal. A series of spatially

encoded gradient echoes are then produced under the envelope of the
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Figure 2.8: a) an RF excitation pulse, b) a conventional GRE acquisi-

tion, and c) an EPI acquisition.

FID using a combination of readout and phase-encoding gradients. As

the TR of EPI is usually much longer than conventional gradient-echo

pulse sequences, the flip angle of the excitation pulse can be set high

(e.g. 90o) to maximise SNR. The excitation pulse is often designed as

a spatial-spectral pulse to reduce lipid signals, or a spectrally selective

pulse can be used to saturate the lipid signals. A spoiler gradient

is often employed at the end of the pulse sequence to dephase any

remaining transverse magnetisation.

Spin-echo Echo Planar Imaging

A 2D spin-echo EPI (SE-EPI, see Figure 2.10) pulse sequence is com-

prised of a 90o excitation pulse and a 180o refocusing pulse. The ex-

citation pulse can be a spatial-spectral pulse or a pulse with linear or
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Figure 2.9: An example of a gradient-echo EPI sequence.

minimum phase preceded by a spectrally selective pulse to suppress

lipid signals. A SINC pulse is typically used as the refocusing pulse.

These two pulses generate a spin echo, and around the peak of this spin

echo EPI readout and phase-encoding waveforms are played. These pro-

duce a series of spatially encoded gradient echoes. SE-EPI uses gradient

echoes formed under the envelope of a spin echo to sample k-space lines,

rather than under a FID, as gradient-echo EPI does. The slice-selection

gradient waveform used in SE-EPI is the same as any other used in a

spin-echo pulse sequence.

The effective TE of the sequence, TEeff , is defined as the TE when

the central k-space line is acquired. When TEeff is the same as the TE

of the spin echo, TESE, the sensitivity of the sequence to off-resonance

effects drops considerably. This makes the image primarily T2 weighted,
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Figure 2.10: An example of a spin-echo EPI sequence.

rather than T ∗

2 weighted. This can be used to increase EPI image

quality and to reduce the number of artifacts caused by off-resonance

effects. The main drawback of SE-EPI is its reduced sensitivity to

BOLD contrast.

T ∗

2 Mapping

It is possible to modify a gradient-echo EPI pulse sequence to produce

a T ∗

2 map [24]. The EPI phase-encoding waveform is replaced by a con-

ventional phase-encoding waveform that gives the same ky for the en-

tire echo train. After obtaining data for all the required phase-encoding

steps, a stack of images are generated corresponding to a gradient echo.

As each gradient echo has its own TE value under the FID envelope,

a pixel-by-pixel plot of image intensity versus TE reveals the T ∗

2 decay
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curve.

2.3.5 Sa2RAGE

The Sa2RAGE (saturation prepared by two rapid gradient echoes) se-

quence [25] has been developed to rapidly produce accurate 3D B1 maps

at high field strength. It consists of a 90o preparation pulse followed by

two gradient echoes, and the entire pulse sequence has a short repeti-

tion time. The delay between the preparation pulse and the first GRE

is kept very short and the delay between the preparation pulse and the

second GRE is kept relatively long, which helps to make the sequence

insensitive to T1-relaxation (see Figure 2.11 for a pulse sequence dia-

gram). The ratio of the signals generated in the two GRE acquisition

pulses can then be compared to a look-up table to determine the B1

value for each voxel. The look-up table was established by numeri-

cally solving the Bloch equations taking into account the steady state

condition.
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Figure 2.11: The Sa2RAGE sequence consists of an intitial hard 90o

pulse, followed by two GRE blocks. The first block occurs after time

TD1 and the second occurs after a time TD2. The GRE blocks them-

selves have very short TR times.
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2.4 Image Acquisition

The Handbook of MRI Pulse Sequences by Bernstein et al. [26] provides

a very good summary of the image acquisition process. MRI data is

acquired at different k-space points and a Fourier transform (FT) is

used to obtain the final image.

2.4.1 k-Space and k-Space Trajectories

The Fourier conjugate to the spatial domain is k-space. The concept of

k-space greatly simplifies the understanding of many pulse sequences,

such as echo-planar imaging (EPI) or spiral scans.

The time-domain signal created by a transverse magnetisation is

S(t) =
∫

M⊥(r)B⊥(r) exp−jφ(r,t) d3r (2.21)

where M⊥(r) is the transverse magnetisation, B⊥(r) is the component

of the receive coil B1 field that lies in the transverse plane, r is a spatial

variable, d3r = dxdydz, and the accumulated phase (in radians) is:

φ(r, t) = γ
∫ t

0
r · G(t′)dt′, (2.22)

where M⊥ and B⊥ are both complex quantities and G is the gradient

waveform

G =
∂Bz

∂x
x̂ +

∂Bz

∂y
ŷ +

∂Bz

∂z
ẑ ≡ Gxx̂ + Gyŷ + Gz ẑ. (2.23)

Relaxation and diffusion have been neglected, and the integral is taken

over the entire excited portion of the sample.

Now define

k(t) =
γ

2π

∫ t

0
G(t′)dt′. (2.24)
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The space that k(t) resides in is known as k-space, and k(t) has units

of inverse distance. Equation 2.21 now becomes

S(t) =
∫

M⊥(r)B⊥(r) expj2πk(t)·r d3r. (2.25)

The signal S(t) is just the FT of the weighted transverse magnetisa-

tion M⊥(r)B⊥(r). As time evolves, S(t) traces a path k(t) in k-space.

The speed of k-space traversal is

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

dk

dt

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

=
‖γG‖

2π
. (2.26)

The total distance covered in k-space during any time interval is deter-

mined by the area under the gradient waveform G(t) during that time

interval.

The k-space trajectory is the path traced out by k(t). It influences

which types of artifacts will be present in the final images, determines

which image reconstruction algorithm is required and also illustrates

the acquisition strategy. The centre of k-space contains the signal to

noise and contrast information of an image, while the outer regions of

k-space contain the high resolution information.

A Cartesian raster trajectory (see Figure 2.12A) is where each line

of k-space corresponds to the frequency-encoded readout at each value

of the phase-encoding gradient. All lines in the raster are parallel and

separated by equal distance in k-space. Typical Cartesian rasters use

between 128 and 512 phase-encoded views. Cartesian rasters have fewer

resonance offset, eddy current and other imperfection artifacts com-

pared to non-Cartesian k-space trajectories.

A projection acquisition (PA) k-space trajectory (see Figure 2.12B)
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consists of spokes that radiate out from the origin. PA’s are less ef-

ficient than Cartesian rasters because of their non-uniform sampling

density. This can lead to long scan times if the Nyquist criterion is

satisfied for the edge of k-space. PA’s can have streak artifacts caused

by undersampling in the azimuthal direction. If these streaks are not

a problem, it is possible to use a PA to achieve shorter scans than a

Cartesian raster would produce without sacrificing spatial resolution.

Their higher sampling density in the centre of k-space can also give

them a better SNR.

The EPI k-space trajectory (see Figure 2.12C) is an improved ver-

sion of the Cartesian raster. Only a single (or a few) RF pulses are

needed. This greatly decreases the scan time. The number of excita-

tion pulses required to cover k-space is referred to as the number of

shots. A series of gradient echoes allows each RF pulse to cover several

k-space lines, with the directions of the k-space lines alternating for

each traversal of k-space. The main disadvantages of EPI are geomet-

ric distortion caused by off-resonant spins and Nyquist ghosts caused

by the alternating k-space trajectory reversals.

The spiral trajectory (see Figure 2.12D) is efficient at covering k-

space and has a fast scan time compared to a Cartesian trajectory. In

a spiral trajectory the number of shots is also called the number of

interleaves. The spiral trajectories efficiency comes from the fact that

only a few interleaves (approximately 16) are required to cover all of

k-space. Spiral trajectories produce blurred images when the spins are

off-resonance. Spirals are often used with small FOV’s that are near
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Figure 2.12: A: A Cartesian raster trajectory. B: A projection acqui-

sition trajectory. C: An echo-planar imaging trajectory. D: A spiral

trajectory.

the center of the magnet, such as in cardiac imaging and fMRI, where

blurring is likely to be dominated by other factors.

2.4.2 Frequency-Encoding

In order the acquire the data from k-space either frequency or phase-

encoding can be used. In frequency-encoding the precession frequency

is varied linearly in a direction, e.g. x, by applying a gradient Gx in

that direction. The full bandwidth in the x direction would then be

(γ/2π) GxD, where D is the object length. If a FOV Lx is required,
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where Lx < D, w must be reduced by applying a band limiting filter

prior to sampling. This gives

∆ν =
1

2

γ

2π
GxLx. (2.27)

The AD converter then samples the signal at intervals of

∆t =
1

2∆ν
(2.28)

and

∆kx =
γ

2π
Gx∆t. (2.29)

This leads to the k-space Nyquist requirement:

∆kx =
1

Lx

(2.30)

If Nx readout points are acquired, the maximum extent of k-space is

Nx∆kx =
Nx

Lx

=
1

∆x
(2.31)

where ∆x is the image resolution.

2.4.3 Phase-Encoding

Phase-encoding is used with Cartesian k-space sampling and is typi-

cally used to spatially encode information orthogonal to the frequency-

encoded direction. Phase-encoding is achieved by creating a linear spa-

tial variation of the phase of the magnetisation. This is done by apply-

ing a gradient while the magnetisation is in the transverse plane but

before the readout. Varying the area under the phase-encoding gradient

changes the amount of linear phase variation introduced. The resulting
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signals can be reconstructed using FT’s to recover spatial information

about the object being scanned.

For a y phase-encoding gradient Gy, the angular frequency of pre-

cession in the B0 rotating reference frame is

ω = γGyy. (2.32)

The phase φ (in radians) of the transverse magnetisation at the end of

the phase-encoding is:

φ(y) = yγ
∫ T

0
Gy (t′) dt′ = 2πkyy (2.33)

where T is the duration of Gy.

The signal detected is the vector sum of the magnetisation of all the

nuclear spins in the object. The magnetisations can be represented as

a complex sum of the x and y terms,

M⊥ = Mx + jMy, (2.34)

and the signal detected from a one-dimensional object is

S(ky) =
∫

M⊥(y) exp−jφ(y) dy. (2.35)

This must then be discretised and turned into a sum so that

S(ky) =
N−1
∑

n=0

M⊥ (n∆y) exp−2πj(n∆y)ky , (2.36)

where y = n∆y, ∆y is the pixel size and N is the number of pixels.

Repeating phase-encoding N times for N values of Gy produces N

sets of phase-encoding twists, or ky values. This provides sufficient

information for M⊥(n∆y) to be reconstructed. N phase-encoding lines
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will cover a maximum k-space area of (N − 1)∆ky, where ∆ky is the

k-space phase-encoding step size. Usually an even number of phase-

encoding lines are used that straddle the ky = 0 line. For N phase-

encoded steps that are acquired sequentially starting at the top edge of

k-space

ky(m) = ky,max − m∆ky, m = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 (2.37)

where ky,max is the starting (top-edge) phase-encoding location given

by

ky,max =
1

2
(N − 1) ∆ky. (2.38)

The resulting phase-encoding locations are

ky(m) =
(

N − 1

2
− m

)

∆ky (2.39)

which produce the following signal

S(m) =
N−1
∑

n=0

M⊥(n∆y) exp−2πj(n∆y)((N−1)/2−m)∆ky . (2.40)

In order to satisfy the Nyquist criterion

∆ky =
1

Ly

=
1

N∆y
(2.41)

where Ly = N∆y is the FOV in the y direction. This implies that the

maximum k-space sampling extent is

N∆ky =
1

∆y
(2.42)

and hence

S(m) =
N−1
∑

n=0

M⊥(n∆y) exp−πjn(N−1)/N exp2πjmn/N . (2.43)
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The exp−πjn(N−1)/N factor can be thought of as part of the phase of

M⊥ and can be ignored when reconstructing a magnitude image (but

not when reconstructing a phase image).

Phase-encoded images are reconstructed using a discrete inverse FT,

M⊥(n∆y) exp−πjn(N−1)/N =
1

N

N−1
∑

n=0

S(m) exp2πjmn/N . (2.44)

If the phase-encoding step size is chosen to be larger than ∆ky =

1/N∆y aliasing will occur, in which replicates of the image overlap

or wrap around in the phase-encoding direction. It is not possible to

eliminate this aliasing using an anti-aliasing band-pass filter, as is the

case in frequency-encoding.

It is possible to speed up phase encoding by using SENSE [27]. This

is where you have multiple receive elements in your coil, each of which

samples a subset of k-space to reduce the total acquisition time. See

section 2.6 which describes SENSE later in this thesis for more details.

2.4.4 Readout Bandwidth and Frequency Band-

width

The readout bandwidth is defined as the range of spin precession fre-

quencies across the field-of-view (FOV) in the readout direction. This

can be specified as either the full-bandwidth or the half-bandwidth.

When specified as the half-bandwidth it is given the symbol ∆ν. The

sampling time per complex point ∆t (also known as the dwell time) is

the inverse of the full readout bandwidth.

The data in k-space is sampled discretely using an analogue to dig-

ital (AD) converter. If the frequency bandwidth, w, of the spectrum
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is greater than the reciprocal of the dwell time, replicated FT signals

are produced which overlap. This produces aliasing in the final image

and must be eliminated by windowing the spectrum so that w ≤ 1/∆t

before performing the FT.

2.4.5 Noise

Generally speaking, the noise in an image is generated by random fluc-

tuations in the receive coil electronics and the sample.

noise ∝
√

4kBT · BW · Reff , (2.45)

where kB is Boltzman’s constant (1.38 × 10−23JK−1), T is the tem-

perature of the coil, BW is the bandwidth of the receive coil and Reff

is effective resistance of the coil loaded by the body. The effective re-

sistance is a combination of the resistance of the sample, the resistance

of the coil and the resistance of the electronics,

Reff = Rsample + Rcoil + Relectronics. (2.46)

In most modern systems the resistance of the electronics and the coil

become negligible compared to the resistance of the sample, which is

proportional to the volume that the coil is sensitive to;

Reff ≈ Rsample ∝ Vsensitive. (2.47)
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2.5 Specific Absorption Rate

The specific absorption rate (SAR) is the amount of RF energy de-

posited in the subject being scanned and is measured in watts per

kilogram. It is defined as

SAR = CP
∆T

∆t
, (2.48)

where CP is the specific heat capacity of the tissue in question, ∆T is

the change in temperature and ∆t is the time taken for the temperature

rise to occur. To ensure scans are safe SAR limits [28] are imposed based

upon the anatomy being scanned (e.g. the SAR limits for the head are

lower than the SAR limits for the extremities, as the head has much

more delicate and important anatomical structures than the hand or

foot). These limits are average SAR over a six minute period. If a scan

would exceed these limits it will fail to run.

SAR can be theoretically calculated using the following equation:

SAR =
∫

sample

σ(r)‖E(r)2‖
ρ(r)

dr, (2.49)

where σ(r) is the conductivity of the sample, E(r) is the electric field

and ρ(r) is the sample density. In practice SAR is often measured or

simulated rather than theoretically calculated.

SAR values not only depend upon the coil being used, but also on

the position of the subject relative to the coil and the amount of power

being used for the pulse. The power requirements of the pulse are more

of an issue for the scanner operator than the coil designer, and can vary

from scan to scan. The SAR inherent in the coil design is evaluated

during the coil’s planning and construction and is then fixed for all
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scans. Simulations must be performed to determine the SAR generated

by the coil with subjects positioned as intended for the coil’s use. This

information is then given to the scanner along with information about

the pulse sequence being used to determine if a particular scan will

exceed the SAR limits.

Sometimes, when SAR simulations are being performed, it is found

that SAR is too high with the subject in a certain position relative

to the coil. If this is the case then the coil must be altered so that

the subject cannot get into that position (e.g. a spacer is added to

prevent the subject from getting too close) or strict scanning protocols

are introduced (e.g. scans are only permitted if the subject has their

arms above their heads rather than by their sides).
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2.6 Sensitivity Encoding

SENSE [29] is a parallel imaging technique which can be used in MRI

to accelerate image acquisition. To utilise SENSE, RF coils must be

designed with multiple reception elements. Each coil element takes an

image which is weighted by that element’s spatial sensitivity pattern.

Knowledge of each element’s spatial sensitivity pattern can then be used

to combine the individual images to get a complete image in a fraction

of the time taken to take a complete image using a single element.

By increasing the distance of sampling positions in k-space while

maintaining the maximum number of k-values it is possible to reduce

the number of Fourier encoding steps. This allows for a reduced scan

time without sacrificing spatial resolution. The factor by which the

number of k-space samples is reduced is called the reduction factor R.

The first step in SENSE reconstruction is to create an aliased image

for each array using a discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The second

step is to use these aliased images to create a full-FOV image. For each

pixel in the reduced FOV the signal contributions from a number of

positions in the full FOV need to be separated. This is possible because

each single-coil image signal superposition occurs with different weights

according to local coil sensitivities. Let nP denote the number of pixels

superimposed and nC the number of coils used. The vector a is then

constructed from the complex image values that a chosen pixel has in

the intermediate images. The nC × nP sensitivity matrix S is formed

from the complex coil sensitivities at the nP superimposed positions:

Sγ,ρ = sγ (rρ) , (2.50)
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where γ counts the coils and ρ counts the superimposed pixels, rρ de-

notes the location of pixel ρ, and sγ is the spatial sensitivity of the coil

γ. The sensitivity matrix is then used to calculate the unfolding matrix

U :

U =
(

SHΨ−1S
)−1

SHΨ−1, (2.51)

where H indicates the transposed complex conjugate, and Ψ is the

nC × nC receiver noise matrix. The receiver noise matrix describes the

levels and correlation of noise in the receiver channels. Signal separation

is then performed by

v = Ua. (2.52)

The resulting vector v has the length nP and lists separated pixel values

for the originally superimposed positions. This procedure is repeated

for each pixel so that the entire FOV can be obtained.

When considering the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a SENSE image

a geometry factor (g-factor) must also be considered. The g-factor

is simply the ratio of the SNR for an optimal, unaccelerated image

and the SNR of the accelerated image with an additional factor of the

acceleration factor R which accounts for the SNR loss due to averaging

fewer required signals [30],

g-factor =
SNRoptimal,unaccelerated

SNRaccelerated

√
R

. (2.53)
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2.7 Transmit Sensitivity Encoding

Transmit-SENSE [31] uses similar principles to do the opposite, i.e.

multiple transmission elements with different spatial sensitivity pat-

terns and different RF waveforms can be used to excite the entire im-

age volume with short duration RF pulses without sacrificing spatial

definition. Transmit-SENSE also has the potential to produce less SAR

by fine-tuning the pulses delivered to lower the total energy deposited,

and can be used to overcome B1 inhomogeneities at ultra-high field

strengths (such as seven tesla).

The main hardware of transmit-SENSE is a multielement transmit

array. Each individual transmit element excites a specific magnetisa-

tion pattern which may show inhomogeneities. However, when all the

excitation patterns are combined these inhomogeneities should disap-

pear. The elements combine to transmit a signal that has a large B+
1

(i.e. in the positive rotating frame) and receive signal with strong B−

1

(i.e. in the negative rotating frame) [32].

When designing a transmit-SENSE system, the spatial patterns

Pn(r) that need to be excited by each of the N transmit coils, which

each have a sensitivity profile Sn(r), must be determined in order to

obtain the desired excitation pattern Pdes(r). This can be written math-

ematically as

Pdes(r) =
N
∑

n=1

Sn(r)Pn(r). (2.54)

The Sn(r) are found using B1 mapping techniques. Equation 2.54 is

linear, which as an important part of transmit-SENSE. This allowed

transmit-SENSE to be tested experimentally before suitable multichan-
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nel hardware was available by performing subexperiments and then

combining the images from each subexperiment at the end to obtain

the final image [2].

To derive the waveforms, B1n(t), that each of the N elements must

be driven by, the following steps need to be followed. First, the Pn(r)

must be Fourier transformed to bring it into k-space. This is because

the B1 waveform that is used to excite the desired magnetisation pat-

tern is just its Fourier transform multiplied by trajectory dependent

weighting coefficients sampled along a k-space trajectory. Equation

2.54 has now become

Pdes(r) =
N
∑

n=1

Sn(r)A(r,k)pn(k) (2.55)

where A(r,k) ∼ exp(jrk) is the Fourier encoding matrix.

The next step is to invert equation 2.55. To make this inversion

easier, the k-space coil sensitivities Sn(k) are grouped into a single

matrix sfull. Similarly pfull is formed from the individual pn(k). Both

of these new matrices are invertible. Now

pdes(k) = sfull(k)pfull(k) (2.56)

and the pseudoinverse (regularised with the free parameter λ) is found:

pfull = sH
full

(

sfulls
H
full + λ

)−1
pdes, (2.57)

where H denotes the transposed complex conjugate.

Now the special case of a Cartesian, echo-planar-like k-space tra-

jectory is considered. This case can be solved in the spatial domain,

leading to a small part of the sensitivity matrix being inverted. The
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solution for the pn(k), written as an integral over the field of excitation

(FoX), is

pn(k) =
∫

FoX
hn(r)Pdes(r) expj2πkr dr. (2.58)

Here the hn have been obtained from the inversion of the sensitivity

matrix C(S1(r), S2(r), ..., SN(r)). Once the pn(k) have been calculated

from either equation 2.57 or equation 2.58, the mapping between k and

t is performed according to the chosen k-space trajectory. The desired

waveforms for each individual transmission element can be calculated

via

B1n(t) = W (t)pn(k(t)), (2.59)

where W (t) is the Jacobian that maps from k-space to t-space for the

chosen k-space trajectory.

Using multiple transmission elements can result in several benefits:

firstly is a reduction of the pulse duration by a reduction factor R.

Secondly is to increase the spatial definition of the excitation pattern

without having to increase the pulse duration. Thirdly, system imper-

fections, such as B0 inhomogeneities, k-space trajectory imperfections

and concomitant gradient effects can be compensated for. Finally, the

use of multiple transmission coils can reduce the required RF power,

thus reducing the SAR.

Pinkerton et al. [33] have proposed a parameter E which can be

used to rate a transmit-SENSE coil’s performance under simulated or

experimental conditions. The definition of E begins with the spatial

noise amplification g-factor (g)[29].

gρ =
√

[

(SHΨ−1S)−1
]

ρ,ρ
(SHΨ−1S)ρ,ρ ≥ 1, (2.60)
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where Ψ is the receiver noise matrix, and ρ is the index of the voxel

under consideration. The g-factor is used to find the ratio of temporal

noise in SENSE (σt,SENSE) to that of a fully acquired image (σt,full),

σt,SENSE

σt,full

=

√

√

√

√1 + (g2R − 1) ∗
(

σ2
n,full

σ2
n,full + σ2

ph

)

, (2.61)

where σn,full is the intrinsic noise and σph is the physiological noise.

From this ratio, E can be defined.

E =
σt,fullSNR

√
R

σt,SENSE

(2.62)

Note that E approaches the conventional measure of performance, SNR/g,

in the intrinsic noise-dominated regime. A high E value indicates a coil

design with a better performance under the given conditions than a coil

with a lower E value.
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2.8 Computational Electromagnetics

Computational electromagnetics (CEM) is the process of modeling elec-

tromagnetic systems using a computer. Most CEM methods can be

classified as either differential equation or integral equation methods,

as well as into either time domain or Fourier domain methods [34].

Thus there are four main types of CEM. Several CEM methods are

introduced here. The method used for this research was the finite dif-

ference time domain method (FDTD) [35].

2.8.1 Finite Difference Time Domain

Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) is a method of simulating 3D

EM wave problems. It performs its calculations in the time domain,

using Maxwell’s equations in a differential form. It works by dividing

the system being modeled into many cubes that typically have a max-

imum dimension of one-tenth of the wavelength of the EM radiation

being modeled. These cubes are called Yee cells.

The simulation models the propagation of EM radiation through

the system by breaking the propagation into finite time steps (the time

taken for the radiation to pass through one Yee cell), and then propa-

gating the EM radiation through each Yee cell using Maxwell’s equa-

tions (working in the time domain). In a Yee cell, the electric fields are

sampled along the edges of the cell and the magnetic fields are sampled

on the faces (see Figure 2.13). The Yee cells can be set to represent

different materials by altering the boundary conditions used for the

Maxwell’s equations in each one, e.g. setting E = 0 inside a Yee cell
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Figure 2.13: A Yee Cell. The electric fields are placed on the edges

while the magnetic fields are placed on the faces.

makes that cell behave as if it were a perfect conductor.

In order to properly take account of the effect of the outside world

on the simulated system, the sample-space is surrounded by several

layers of Yee cells which lead to pre-set boundary conditions, ensuring

a smooth transition from the sample to the ’outside’ of the simulation

and therefore making the simulation stable.

2.8.2 Transmission Line Modeling

Transmission line modeling (TLM) is a time domain method of simulat-

ing EM systems [36]. It is founded upon the analogy between electrical
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circuits and physical systems. In one dimension, we can divide an EM

system into discrete circuit elements, each with a capacitance and in-

ductance, as shown in Figure 2.14. The system is also discretised in

time and knowledge of the behavior of circuits can be used to determine

the evolution of the physical system. For example, derivative terms in

the expressions for the physical system can be represented by voltages

across inductors, and integral terms can be represented by voltages

across capacitors.

As a demonstration, consider the propagation of an EM field in 1D.

In such a physical system, the current density i is given by:

∂2i

∂x2
= µǫ

∂2i

∂t2
+ µσ

∂i

∂t
, (2.63)

where µ is the magnetic permeability, ǫ is the electrical permittivity

and σ is the electrical conductivity. A circuit that is analogous to this

system can be set up as shown in Figure 2.15. The 1D space is split up

into a sequence of circuits, each separated by a distance ∆x. Both the

voltage V and the current i are functions of time. Kirchoff’s voltage

and current laws can be applied to the circuit to give the following

equations (provided that ∆x → 0):

−∂V

∂x
∆x = L

∂i

∂t
(2.64)

− ∂i

∂x
∆x = C

∂V

∂t
+

V

R
(2.65)

⇒ ∂2i

∂x2
=

LC

(∆x2)

∂2i

∂t2
+

L

(∆x2)R

∂i

∂t
(2.66)

Equation 2.63 can be compared to equation 2.66 to see that the physical

system and the circuit are indeed analogous; only the numerical factors

before the differential terms are different in each equation.
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The same system can also be considered with a harmonic input,

i.e. i(x, t) = i0 cos(ωt − βx). Now the first term of the right-hand-side

(RHS) of equation 2.63 describes wavelike behavior, and given that

∂i/∂t ∼ ωi and ∂2i/∂t2 ∼ ω2i, we can see that

|wave term| ∼ µǫω2. (2.67)

The second term on the RHS describes diffusion-like behavior:

|diffusion term| ∼ µσω. (2.68)

We can take the ratio of these two terms to obtain a parameter, ωǫ/σ,

which we can use to determine which type of behavior dominates. If

ωǫ ≫ σ then wave behavior dominates, such as EM waves propagating

through air or in low-loss dielectrics at high frequencies. If ωǫ < σ

diffusion through the medium prevails, such as in propagation at low

frequencies through lossy media. This is a quasi-static regime.

These basic principles of TLM can be expanded to 2D and 3D by

simply using 2D and 3D circuits. The circuit used for modeling EM

wave propagation in 2D is given in Figure 2.16.

2.8.3 Method of Moments

The method of moments is a general procedure for solving linear equa-

tions. If an EM system can be represented by a linear equation (i.e.

a sum of impedance terms for each element in the system), then the

method of moments can be used to solve it.

Consider the inhomogeneous equation

L (f) = g, (2.69)
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Figure 2.14: The circuit element used in TLM that is equivalent to a

1D region of a wire.

where L is a linear operator, g is known and f is to be determined.

Expansion (or basis) functions, fn are then used to expand f in the

domain of L so that

f =
∑

n

αnfn, (2.70)

where αn are constants. This gives

∑

n

αnL (fn) = g. (2.71)

Now define a set of weighting functions w1, w2, w3 . . . in the range of L,

and take the inner product of 2.71 with each wm so that

∑

n

αn 〈wm, Lfn〉 = 〈wm, g〉 , (2.72)

or, in matrix form

[lmn] =















〈w1, Lf1〉 〈w1, Lf2〉 . . .

〈w2, Lf1〉 〈w2, Lf2〉 . . .

. . . . . . . . .















(2.73)

[αn] =















α1

α2

...















(2.74)
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Figure 2.15: The circuit equivalent for the derivation of a transmission

line in 1D.

[gm] =















〈w1, g〉

〈w2, g〉
...















(2.75)

If [L] is non-singular then its inverse [L−1] exists and therefore

[αn] =
[

L−1
nm

]

[gm] , (2.76)

thus

f =
∑

n

αnfn. (2.77)

To get a concise expression for the result, define a matrix of functions

[

f̃n

]

=
[

f1 f2 f3 . . .

]

(2.78)

and hence write

f =
[

f̃n

]

[αn] =
[

f̃n

] [

L−1
mn

]

[gm] . (2.79)

The solution obtained from the method of moments is either ap-

proximate or exact, depending on whether we have an infinite or finite

number of fn and wn. In order for a suitable solution to be obtained,
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Figure 2.16: The circuit equivalent for the derivation of a transmission

line in 2D.

the expansion functions should be chosen such that they are linearly

independent and that a superposition of all the expansion functions

approximate f reasonable well. The weighting functions should also be

linearly independent and chosen so that the products 〈wn, g〉 depend

on relatively independent properties of g. Other factors that affect the

choice of the expansion functions and weighting functions are the de-

sired accuracy of the solution, the ease with which the matrix elements

are to be evaluated, the size of the matrix that can be inverted and the

realization of a well-conditioned matrix [L].
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2.9 Radio Frequency Circuit Theory

The use of RF circuit theory is essential when constructing RF coils

and antennas, as such circuits are often needed to ensure good matching

between the various components of the RF system and for decoupling

the elements within a coil. Much of the information presented in this

section originates from Ludwig and Bogdanov [37].

2.9.1 Quality Factor

Quality factor, usually denoted Q, is an inverse measure of the band-

width of a coil or element and is defined as the resonant frequency

divided by the full-width at half-maximum,

Q =
f0

∆f
. (2.80)

A high quality factor indicates a low bandwidth and vice versa. A high

quality factor is necessary to isolate off-resonance signals and hence

have good resolution. Although a good quality factor may be achieved

on the bench, quality factor almost always drops when the coil is loaded

for imaging as the coil and sample begin to couple together. This

coupling dissipates energy from the coil into the sample and lowers the

quality factor.

2.9.2 Smith Charts

The Smith chart is a convenient way to visually represent impedances

and admittances in a single figure. It can be used to analyze and design
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RF circuits since the behavior of the circuit as more components are

added can be clearly seen.

To establish exactly what a Smith chart is, we begin with the re-

flection coefficient Γ, which is defined as the ratio of reflected voltage

wave to incident voltage wave at a certain fixed location along a trans-

mission line. Where a load connects to a transmission line (d = 0), the

reflection coefficient Γ0 describes the mismatch in impedance between

the load (ZL) and the transmission line’s characteristic impedance (Z0).

As we move away from the load and d increases we must multiply Γ0 by

the exponential factor exp (−j2βd) to obtain the reflection coefficient

at point d. The transformation from Γ0 to Γ(d) is a key ingredient in

the construction of the Smith chart.

We now express the reflection coefficient in complex notation:

Γ0 =
ZL − Z0

ZL + Z0

= Γ0r + jΓ0i = |Γ0| expjθL (2.81)

where θL = atan2 (Γ0i, Γ0r).

The input impedance is given by the expression

Zin(d) = Z0
1 + Γ(d)

1 − Γ(d)
. (2.82)

Substituting the reflection coefficient

Γ(d) = |Γ0| expjθL exp−j2βd = Γr + jΓi (2.83)

into this equation for general input impedance results in

Zin(d) = Z0
1 + Γr + jΓi

1 − Γr − jΓi

. (2.84)
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By normalizing equation 2.84 with respect to the characteristic line

impedance we can generalise all of our subsequent derivations.

Zin(d)

Z0

= zin = r + jx =
1 + Γ(d)

1 − Γ(d)
=

1 + Γr + jΓi

1 − Γr − jΓi

(2.85)

Multiplying numerator and denominator of equation 2.84 by the

complex conjugate of the denominator isolates the real and imaginary

parts of zin in terms of the reflection coefficient.

zin = r + jx =
1 − Γ2

r − Γ2
i + 2jΓi

(1 − Γr)2 + Γ2
i

(2.86)

is now separated into

r =
1 − Γ2

r − Γ2
i

(1 − Γr)2 + Γ2
i

(2.87)

and

x =
2Γi

(1 − Γr)2 + Γ2
i

. (2.88)

Equations 2.87 and 2.88 are transformation rules for finding zin if

the reflection coefficient is specified in terms of Γr and Γi. They allow

us to map from the Γ-plane to the zin-plane. In order to draw a Smith

chart we must do the opposite, i.e. map from the zin-plane to the

Γ-plane. This can be achieved by inverting equations 2.87 and 2.88.

Inverting 2.87:

r[(1 − Γr)
2 + Γ2

i ] = 1 − Γ2
r − Γ2

i (2.89)

Γ2
r(r + 1) − 2rΓr + Γ2

i (r + 1) = 1 − r (2.90)

Γ2
r −

2r

r + 1
Γr + Γ2

i =
1 − r

r + 1
(2.91)

We now progress by completing the square.

(

Γr −
r

r + 1

)2

− r2

(r + 1)2
+ Γ2

i =
1 − r

r + 1
(2.92)
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Figure 2.17: Mapping from xr space onto a Smith chart.

(

Γr −
r

r + 1

)2

+ Γ2
i =

(

1

r + 1

)2

(2.93)

Similarly we can invert equation 2.88 to get

(Γr − 1)2 +
(

Γi −
1

x

)2

=
(

1

x

)2

. (2.94)

Equations 2.93 and 2.94 are equations of circles in the complex Γ-

plane that can be written in the generic form (Γr −a)2 +(Γi − b)2 = c2,

where a and b denote the center of the circle and c is the radius in

the complex Γ-plane. Plotting impedances using these circles forms a

Smith chart. The centre of the Smith chart usually corresponds to the

50 Ω (matched) point. The far left of the Smith chart is zero impedance

(closed) and the far right is infinite impedance (open).

2.9.3 Matching

A matching circuit can be defined as a circuit which transforms one

source or load impedance to another over a given frequency range.
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They are therefore used to minimise power loss when driving a coil or

antenna. By minimizing the power lost it is possible to ensure more

power is delivered from the amplifier to the FoX of transmitter coils,

thus reducing the amount of power required to achieve a given B1, and

also increase the amount of power reaching the detector from receiver

coils, thus increasing SNR.

The most intuitive way to design any matching circuit is to use a

Smith chart, as the procedure is the same regardless of the number

of components in the circuit and the individual effects of adding each

component can be seen directly on the Smith chart. Using the following

rules the behavior of a matching circuit can be predicted and hence a

suitable matching circuit can be designed.

1. Adding a reactive component in series results in motion along a

constant-resistance circle.

2. Adding a reactive component as a shunt connection results in

motion along a constant-conductance circle.

3. Inductors rotate the impedance toward the upper half of the

Smith chart.

4. Capacitors rotate the impedance toward the lower half of the

Smith chart.

These rules are summarised in Figure 2.18.

It is possible to consider matching circuits as resonant circuits char-

acterised by a loaded quality factor, QL, which is equal to the ratio of
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the resonance frequency and the 3 dB bandwidth,

QL =
f0

BW
. (2.95)

(Note that neither the loaded quality factor, nor the nodal quality fac-

tor mentioned below, are actual physical quality factors associated with

a particular piece of equipment, such as a probe. They are simply con-

venient concepts to use when comparing different circuits on a Smith

Chart.) The bandwidth can be approximated by converting the match-

ing circuit into an equivalent bandpass filter and then measuring its

bandwidth as normal, however this can be a very complicated approach

to take. A more commonly used method is to use the nodal quality fac-

tor Qn. When observing a matching circuit on a Smith chart, each node

has an impedance which can be expressed in terms of an equivalent se-

ries impedance ZS = RS + jXS or admittance YP = GP + jBP . We can

therefore find Qn as the ratio of the absolute value of the reactance XS

to the corresponding resistance RS,

Qn =
|XS|
RS

, (2.96)

or as the ratio of the absolute value of susceptance BP to the conduc-

tance GP ,

Qn =
|BP |
GP

. (2.97)

The loaded quality factor is usually estimated as the maximum nodal

quality factor. This does not yield a very accurate value of the band-

width, but it does allow us to compare matching circuits to each other

in terms of relative bandwidth. It is also possible to draw constant Qn

contours directly onto a Smith chart, as shown in Figure 2.19.
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The simplest form of matching circuit is the two-component net-

work, also known as the L-circuit due to the arrangement of its compo-

nents. Two reactive components are used to transform a load impedance

ZL into the desired input impedance Zin. One component is in series

and the other is parallel. L-circuits are the easiest and cheapest to pro-

duce, but they grant no control over the quality factor of the circuit.

For any given load and input impedances there are at least two possible

L-circuits that can accomplish the required match. Some possibilities

will be high-pass filters, while others may be low-pass or bandpass fil-

ters.

In order to gain control over the quality factor of the matching

circuit it is necessary to add a third component. Three-component

matching circuits are either T- or Pi-circuits, depending upon where

the third component goes. T-circuits are narrowband and Pi-circuits

are broadband. As we are only concerned with a single, well defined

frequency in MRI, high nodal quality factor T-circuits are best used

for our matching needs. To design such a circuit to match our coil

or antenna of impedance ZL to our input impedance Zin we need to

perform the following steps.

1. Plot ZL and Zin on a Smith chart.

2. Starting at ZL add a series component and follow a constant-

resistance circle until a desired nodal quality factor is achieved.

3. Now add a shunt component to move the inductance along a

constant-conductance circle until the r = 1 constant-resistance

circle is reached.
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Figure 2.18: Moving around the Smith chart.

4. The final component is added so that the inductance follows the

r = 1 constant-resistance circle until it reaches Zin.

All that remains now is to calculate the actual values of the com-

ponents. For each given component we calculate either the change in

admittance b if it is a shunt component or the change in reactance x

if it is a series component. We then use these changes to calculate the

component values using the equations given in table 2.1.

2.9.4 Coupling

When a transmission element is driven by an EM waveform in proximity

to a second element, the second element receives the EM signal emit-
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Figure 2.19: Lines of constant nodal quality factor.

ted by the driven element, becomes excited, and then begins emitting

its own signal. This process is known as coupling. It can be particu-

larly strong when making transmit-SENSE coils as each element will be

tuned and matched to the same frequency, thus making each element

a good receiver to EM radiation emitted by any of the other elements.

This coupling can be very disruptive as it interferes with the control of

the EM radiation being produced by each transmission element.

Coupling between elements can be observed as a splitting of the

resonance peak of each element. This splitting can then be used to

quantify coupling by calculating the coupling constant K,

±K =
f 2

0

f 2
1,2

− 1, (2.98)

where f0 is the resonant frequency before coupling occurred and f 2
1,2 is

the frequency of either the first or second new peak. The plus/minus is
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Capacitor Inductor

Shunt C = bC

ωZ0

L = − Z0

bLω

Series C = − 1
xCωZ0

L = xLZ0

ω

Table 2.1: Equations for determining component values from a Smith

chart.

there to ensure K is always positive. Thus a coupling is characterised

by two K values between zero (no coupling) and one (very strong cou-

pling). If the two K values are similar in value then the coupling is

weak, and if they are very different in value the coupling is strong. It is

also possible to take and average of the two K values to allow for easy

comparison between different coupled systems.

2.9.5 Decoupling Theory

Before a transmit-SENSE coil can be used, all of its elements must be

decoupled. Coupled elements in a transmit-SENSE coil will interfere

with each other and therefore make it difficult to drive each element

independently of the others. There are several effective methods of

decoupling. Passive methods involve connecting the elements together

with capacitors or inductors so that the coupling between any two el-

ements is negated by the signal that passes through the capacitor or

inductor. Active methods involve using complex circuits to modify the

signals being fed into the transmission elements. The mathematical

description of coupling can be formulated in any of three ways. The

method used in this research project is based upon the impedance ma-
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Figure 2.20: a) An L-circuit, b) a T-circuit, and c) a Pi-circuit.

trix Z. The second method is based upon the admittance matrix Y

(essentially the inverse of Z), and the third method uses hybrid param-

eter matrices [38].

A transmit-SENSE coil consisting of n-elements can be treated as

a n-port network system, which in turn can be characterised by its

open-circuit impedance matrix. The self- and mutual-impedances of

the network can either be theoretically calculated or experimentally

derived [39]. Let V and I be the vectors of the voltages and currents

measured at the networks ports (see Figure 2.21). Z is the open-circuit
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impedance matrix of the n-port system.

V =















V1

...

Vn















, I =















I1

...

In















, Z =















Z11 · · · Z1n

...
. . .

...

Zn1 · · · Znn















. (2.99)

The diagonal elements of Z are the self-impedances of the elements (i.e.

Zii is the self impedance of the ith element) when all other ports are

open-circuited. All other components of Z are the mutual impedances

between the ith and jth elements. The equation of the n-port system is

V = ZI. (2.100)

The uncoupled system can be thought of as a special case of the

coupled system (when all mutual coupling components of Z have gone

to zero). Let V u and Iu be the voltage and currents of the uncoupled

system, while Zu is the uncoupled system’s impedance matrix.

V u =















V u
1
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V u
n















, Iu =















Iu
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n
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(2.101)

The equation of the uncoupled n-port system is

V u = ZuIu. (2.102)

If the closed circuit is now considered we have the generator voltages,

V g =























V g
1

V g
2

...

V g
n























, (2.103)
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and the generator impedance is,

Zg =























Zg
1 0 · · · 0

0 Zg
2 0

...
. . .

...

0 0 · · · Zg
n























. (2.104)

Kirchoff’s law can be used to describe the complete coupled system

shown in Figure 2.21.

V g = V + ZgI (2.105)

Also, the uncoupled system can be described by

V g = V u + ZgIu. (2.106)

Equations 2.100, 2.102, 2.105 and 2.106 can be used to derive a

relationship between the coupled and uncoupled systems,

V g = (Z + Zg) I = (Zu + Zg) Iu. (2.107)

Now define CI as the transform matrix from uncoupled currents to

coupled currents, and DI is the transform matrix that takes coupled

currents to uncoupled currents (the inverse of CI). Now equation 2.107

becomes either

I = CII
u, or Iu = DII, (2.108)

hence,

CI = (Z + Zg)−1 (Zu + Zg) (2.109)

and

DI = (Zu + Zg)−1 (Z + Zg) . (2.110)
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CI is called the current coupling matrix and DI is called the current

decoupling matrix. The coupling of an n-port system can be fully

characterised by the current coupling matrix, where each eigenvalue of

CI represents one coupled mode. Since CI is an n × n matrix there

will be n coupled modes (assuming no degeneracy), which would cause

the system’s resonance frequency to split into n different frequencies.

A possible way to overcome such degeneracy is introduce decoupling so

that the modes degenerate into a single mode.

It is theoretically possible to decouple an n-port array using a 2n-

port decoupling network which has impedance matrix Z ′,

Z ′ =
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11 · · · Z ′
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. (2.111)

Z ′ can be divided into four n × n submatrices,

Ẑ ′
11 =















Z ′

11 · · · Z ′

1n
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. . .

...
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, (2.112)
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, (2.113)
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Ẑ ′
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The equation of the 2n port system is
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where
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(2.117)

At the interconnections between the n-port system and the 2n-port

interface,

V ′′ = V, I ′′ = −I. (2.118)

From equations 2.100, 2.116 and 2.118 the output impedance matrix of

the interface can be derived:

Zout =
V ′

I ′
= Ẑ ′

11 − Ẑ ′
12

(

Ẑ ′
22 + Z

)−1
Ẑ ′

21. (2.119)

When the output impedance matrix is equal to the impedance matrix

of the uncoupled system, Zout = Zu, and equation 2.119 becomes the

decoupling equation,

Ẑ ′
11 − Ẑ ′

12

(

Ẑ ′
22 + Z

)−1
Ẑ ′

21 = Zu. (2.120)
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Figure 2.21: n-port network system. The signal generators are rep-

resented by voltage sources and the system is represented by the

impedance matrix Z if the system is coupled and by Zu if it is un-

coupled. Figure adapted from Lee et al. [38].

In order to decouple any n-port system, a 2n-port interface must be

constructed that satisfies equation 2.120.

2.9.6 Decoupling by Overlapping Elements and Us-

ing Low-Impedance Preamplifiers

It is possible to eliminate nearest-neighbour coupling of elements in an

array by overlapping adjacent elements[40], as shown in Figure 2.23. All

that remains is a small but significant coupling between next nearest-
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Figure 2.22: 2n-port decoupling system used to decouple an n-port

array. Figure from Lee et al. [38].

neighbours and farther coils.

To see how this works first treat the two coils as a transformer (see

Figure 2.24). Consider coil 1 in isolation and at the resonant frequency.

The impedance of the coil as viewed at the preamplifier is

Zb =
X2

C2b

R1

+ j (XL2b − XC2b) . (2.121)

In order to transform the series resistance R1 to 50 Ω we must choose

XC2b and XL2b such that

XL2b = XC2b =
√

50R1 ≡ X2. (2.122)

Now consider the circuit formed by XC2b, XL2b and the preamplifier;

the input impedance of the preamplifier is truly zero, XC2b and XL2b

form a parallel resonant circuit which blocks current from flowing in

the surface coil even though the coil is receiving and transferring an
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NMR signal to the preamplifier. If, during reception, there is very

little current flowing in the surface coil, no noise or signal is coupled to

other coils and therefore all coils receive independently.

The decoupling performance of using a low impedance preamplifier

can be proven by considering the circuit in Figure 2.24 where both

coils are independently tuned to the same resonant frequency (XL −

XC2a − XC2b = 0 and XL − XC1 = 0). If the second coil is removed,

the series impedance of the primary loop is given by R1. If the second

coil is present and connected to a preamplifier of impedance RP the

impedance (as viewed from the terminals of the primary coil) is given

by

ZA = R1 +
ω2L2k2

R1 +
(

X2

2

RP

) . (2.123)

If either the mutual inductance coupling constant k or RP are zero,

the resulting noise resistance is R1, the same as for a single isolated

coil. Similarly, the amount of signal transferred between coils can be

evaluated by looking at the open circuit voltage as viewed at terminal

A, which is

VA = V1 − V2
jωLk

R1 +
(

X2

2

RP

) . (2.124)

If either k or Rp are zero, we obtain the NMR signal of the isolated

coil.

It should be noted that although the preamplifier is low impedance,

it is still optimised for low noise at 50 Ω since the coils themselves are

still the equivalent of 50 Ω loads.
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Figure 2.23: Overlapping immediately adjacent coils can reduce cou-

pling. The exact overlap depends on coil details and is determined

empirically.

Figure 2.24: Interacting surface coils represented as a transformer.[40].
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2.10 Travelling-wave Magnetic Resonance

Imaging

TW MRI is a relatively new variant of MRI, proposed by Brunner

et al. [3]. In this method, the transmission coil is replaced by an

antenna either outside or at the end of the magnet bore. This antenna

then generates a transverse EM TW which passes through the bore

and excites the spins in the object being imaged. This is contrary to

the traditional method of exciting the spins, which uses an element

placed within the bore and close to the object to create a near field,

non-travelling wave [41]. Using a TW, which has a perfectly uniform

magnitude at any wavelength, allows much greater homogeneity than

is achievable using a contemporary transmit coil.

The TW is guided through the bore using a waveguide. With a 58

cm diameter waveguide, corresponding to the RF screen already built

into the Philips seven tesla magnet, an unloaded lower cut-off frequency

for the transverse electric mode of 303 MHz is achieved. Fortunately,

by placing sufficient dielectric within the waveguide, such as containers

of water or a human body, it is possible to lower this cut-off frequency

down to 298 MHz, the frequency necessary for exciting protons at seven

tesla. TW MRI is thus well suited to use at seven tesla for two reasons.

Firstly, because it only works with a sufficiently strong magnetic field.

And secondly, because it provides more uniform coverage of objects of

similar size to the RF wavelength, which improves B1 homogeneity; a

particular problem at high field.
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When working with TW MRI it is necessary to consider the polarisa-

tion of the TW as it travels down the bore, as well as the polarisation of

the returning TW that the antenna detects. Most TW antenna designs

have a preferred polarisation, and if this preferred polarisation does

not match the polarisation of the spins the result will be a significant

SNR drop. Fortunately the polarisation of the signal returning from

the spins always matches the polarisation of the transmitted wave from

the antenna, so if this polarisation is correct a good SNR is obtained,

whereas if it is incorrect a very low SNR is obtained. An antenna that

works well when transmitting in the foot-head direction will need to

have its polarity reversed when used in the head-foot direction, and

vice versa.

TW MRI promises several benefits to imaging at seven tesla. The

removal of the transmit coil from within the bore frees up space within

the magnet, allowing patients to feel more comfortable or providing

more room for stimulus equipment. The imaging volume is no longer

limited by the volume within the transmit coil. Brunner et al. [3] were

able to image 50 cm of a human leg with very good homogeneity, the

only limiting factor to the geometry of the image being the range of

the gradient coils. This may improve studies where small animals or

objects can be imaged in parallel. Using a TW also prevents the probe

from being loaded by losses in the sample, should be more robust than

using a transmit coil, and avoids exposure to strong, short range electric

fields emanating from the transmit coil.

Possible problems associated with a TW approach include the cut-
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off frequency already mentioned. Signal attenuation through the bore

will impair imaging, particularly in tall and/or larger subjects. Some

means of absorbing the TW is required at the far end of the bore,

and there is a phase delay resulting from the signal propagation which

must be accounted for. Pronounced dielectric interfaces (such as the

shoulders) are also expected to cause significant imaging artifacts. The

relatively long distance between the antenna and the resonant nuclei

being imaged can lead to a phase delay. This could become a significant

problem for larger samples, where different parts of the sample will

have very different phase delays. If the same antenna is used for both

transmission and reception, the phase delay will be linear. This will not

be a problem in imaging, but in spectroscopy delay-related dephasing

could be. This problem can be overcome by using two antennas, one

for transmission and one for reception, designed and placed in such a

way that the total phase is the same across the volume of interest.
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2.11 Reciprocity

The principal of reciprocity states that the current J1 induced in an-

tenna 1 as a result of the electric field E2 generated by antenna 2, is the

same as the current J2 induced in antenna 2 as a result of the electric

field E1 generated by antenna 1. This can be expressed mathematically

as
∫

(E1 · J1) dv1 =
∫

(E2 · J2) dv2. (2.125)

It should be noted that reciprocity does not hold in the case of TW

MRI. Only one antenna is in use, and the second body has a magneti-

sation and relative permittivity which must be taken into account. We

first start from Maxwell’s equations, giving each body both a magneti-

sation and a relative permittivity (see Figure 2.25). In this case we can

write the following for Maxwell’s equations:

∇× E1 = −∂B1

∂t
= −jω (B1 − µ0M1) (2.126)

∇× E2 = −∂B2

∂t
= −jω (B2 − µ0M2) (2.127)

∇× B1 = µ0J1 + µ0ǫ0ǫ1
∂E1

∂t
= µ0J1 + jωµ0ǫ0ǫ1E1 (2.128)

∇× B2 = µ0J2 + µ0ǫ0ǫ1
∂E2

∂t
= µ0J2 + jωµ0ǫ0ǫ2E2 (2.129)

We then take the dot products of equations 2.127 and 2.129 with

B1 and E1 respectively.

B1 · (∇× E2) = −jωB1 · B2 + jωµ0B1 · M2 (2.130)

E1 · (∇× B2) = µ0E1 · J2 + jωǫ0ǫ1E1 · E2 (2.131)
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Now subtract equation 2.130 from equation 2.131.

E1 · (∇× B2) − B1 · (∇× E2) = ∇ · (E1 × B2) (2.132)

= µ0E1 · J2 + jωǫ0ǫ1µ0E1 · E2

+jωB1 · B2 − jωµ0B1 · M2

Similarly, taking the dot products of equations 2.126 and 2.128 with

B2 and E2, we obtain

E2 · (∇× B1) − B2 · (∇× E1) = ∇ · (E2 × B1) (2.133)

= µ0E2 · J1 + jωǫ0ǫ2µ0E2 · E1

+jωB2 · B1 − jωµ0B2 · M1.

Subtract equation 2.133 from equation 2.132.

∇ · (E1 × B2) −∇ · (E2 × B1) = µ0 (E1 · J2 − E2 · J1) (2.134)

+jωǫ0µ0 (ǫ1 − ǫ2)E1 · E2

+jωµ0 (B2 · M1 − B1 · M2)

This is then integrated over a volume enclosing the sources. Using

the divergence theorem it can be shown that:

∫

µ0 (E1 · J2 − E2 · J1) + jωǫ0µ0E1 · E2 (ǫ1 − ǫ2)

+jωµ0 (B2 · M1 − B1 · M2) dv

=
∫

∇ · (E1 × B2) −∇ · (E2 × B1) dv

=
∫

∇ · (E1 × B2 − E2 × B1) dv

=
∮

(E1 × B2 − E2 × B1) · dS (2.135)

We can now take the surface to be a sphere of large radius R. We

also define a as the unit radial vector, and note that E1 and E2 are
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both perpendicular to a. We can therefore state that

H1 =
B1

µ0

− M1 =

√

ǫ0ǫ1

µ0

(a × E1) (2.136)

and therefore

B1 =
√

ǫ0ǫ1µ0 (a × E1) + M1, (2.137)

and similarly

B2 =
√

ǫ0ǫ2µ0 (a × E2) + M2. (2.138)

Now substitute equation 2.137 and equation 2.138 into E1×B2 and

E2 × B1.

E1 × B2 = E1 (
√

ǫ0ǫ2µ0 (a × E2) + M2) (2.139)

=
√

ǫ0ǫ2ǫ0 (a (E1 × E2) − E2 (E1 × a)) + E1 × M2

and

E2 × B1 = E2 (
√

ǫ0ǫ1µ0 (a × E1) + M1) (2.140)

=
√

ǫ0ǫ1ǫ0 (a (E2 × E1) − E1 (E2 × a)) + E2 × M1

and we therefore find that E1 × B2 6= E2 × B1. If we were considering

two antennas, i.e. M1 = M2 = 0 and ǫ1 = ǫ2 = 0, and therefore

E1 × B2 = E2 × B1. This would make equation 2.135 simplify as

follows;

∫

(E1 · J2 − E2 · J1) dv =
∮

(E1 × B2 − E2 × B1) · dS = 0 (2.141)

and therefore we obtain the reciprocity condition, equation 2.125.

If, as in our case, we have introduced magnetisation and relative

permittivity into either body, this final step is not possible and therefore

reciprocity does not hold true.
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Figure 2.25: The two bodies in the reciprocity derivation.
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Chapter 3

Literature Survey

3.1 Radio Frequency Shimming

In 2001 Ibrahim et al. [42] demonstrated the potential benefits of RF

shimming. In this paper they simulated driving a 24 element coil with

various different phases and magnitudes in each element and observed

the B1 homogeneity achieved in a human head model. They also then

verified their simulation results with an actual MRI experiment.

Mao et al. [43] explored the limits of RF shimming by performing

a wide range of numerical simulations. They investigated between 16

and 80 element coils as well as differing imaging volumes and the fre-

quency dependence of RF shimming. They were able to conclude that

RF shimming is more effective when a coil has more elements, when

employed at lower frequencies, and over smaller imaging volumes.

A paper by Vaughan et al. [44] describes in great detail the first 9.4

tesla human MRI system. They also describe their attempts at using

RF shimming for human head imaging. In this paper they only varied
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the phase of the RF waveform in each element while the magnitude was

kept constant. They manually varied the phases after each scan (having

started with a 450 phase shift between elements), reporting that after

four iterations good B1 homogeneity is achieved. Each iteration took

approximately one minute to implement.

3.2 Transmit Sensitivity Encoding

In 1990 Roemer et al. [40] published a paper which first proposed

using multiple elements to detect an NMR signal. The original idea

was to obtain the good SNR of a small surface coil but to also cover a

large volume. This formed an important first step towards developing

SENSE. The paper itself provides a good description of decoupling coils

by overlapping neighbouring loops, and of low impedance preamplifier

decoupling.

The theoretical procedure of SENSE was first published in 1999 by

Pruessmann et al. [29]. This paper details the mathematics of SENSE

reconstruction, and also demonstrates the idea with some phantom

images.

The first paper to propose the concept of transmit-SENSE was pub-

lished in 2003 by Katscher et al. [2]. In this paper Katscher demon-

strates mathematically how the excitation patterns and sensitivity pro-

files of multiple coils combine linearly, thus making transmit-SENSE

feasible. He then goes on to verify his proof experimentally by per-

forming two sub-experiments. In each experiment a single coil is used

to image a phantom, and then after both experiments had been per-
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formed their images were combined to obtain a full image. This was

necessary as the hardware required for simultaneous transmission from

multiple coils was not yet available.

Lin et al. [45] have built a birdcage coil for transmit-SENSE on the

human head. This coil is only capable of R=2, which is not particularly

high (though anything above R=1 provides some benefit). Lin’s paper

briefly describes the construction of the coil and also shows some brain

images taken with the coil. Little mathematics or detailed analysis of

the coils performance is given.

In 2004 Katscher et al. published a second paper [46]. This pa-

per details the mathematical proof of transmit-SENSE again, and also

presents the results of numerical simulations which confirm the feasibil-

ity of transmit-SENSE. These were simulations of two transmit coils,

with sensitivity profiles measured from a volunteer and with some de-

sired 2D pulse profiles. In one study, each coil has a pulse profile which

covers columns of k-space. The first coil covers every first column and

the second coil covers every second column. In the second study spiral

k-space trajectories are used. Both studies were able to reconstruct the

desired final image when the images taken by each coil were combined,

thus providing more evidence that transmit-SENSE was feasible.

An early paper to detail the development of a transmit-SENSE coil

for use at seven tesla is Adriany et al. [47]. Adriany describes the design

of both a four-element and an eight-element coil. Having described the

designs, Adriany then goes on to study the performance of both coils

in great detail. The decoupling of the individual transmission elements
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is investigated, as well as B1 homogeneity and SNR. This paper pro-

vides a good overview of the steps that are necessary when designing a

transmit-SENSE coil, and also describes the various measurements and

tests that should be made once the coil has been built that allow the

coil’s performance to be analyzed.

Another paper published in 2006 [48] reported on simulations into

the impact of different geometries on RF pulse performance. The find-

ings of the paper were that RF pulse performance was stable, and thus

transmit-SENSE coils can be designed with a wide selection of geome-

tries. The paper also provides a brief summary of the progress made in

developing true transmit-SENSE systems. Both an eight and a three

channel system are mentioned. These systems were reported to have

achieved reduction factors of between R = 2 and R = 4, while accuracy

was kept above 90%.

Pinkerton et al. [33] details the design of another transmit-SENSE

coil, this time for use at four tesla. This paper uses FDTD simula-

tions to predict the coil’s properties. Pinkerton also proposes a new

parameter, E, which can be used to quantify the performance of a

transmit-SENSE coil. This parameter incorporates the signal inten-

sity, as well as physiological and intrinsic noise, thus allowing it to be

used to optimise transmit-SENSE coil design.

A very good comparison between parallel imaging and parallel trans-

mission (i.e. transmit-SENSE) can be found in Katscher and Bornert’s

2007 paper [31]. This paper details the basic theory of both proce-

dures, as well as providing a detailed comparison between the two at
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the end of the paper. The potential benefits of transmit-SENSE on

the SNR and specific absorption rate (SAR) are also mentioned. Pos-

sible applications of transmit-SENSE are also listed. These included

compensation of patient induced RF inhomogeneities, volume-selective

excitation, and curved-slice imaging.

In 2007 Alagappan et al. [49] published a paper regarding the adap-

tation of the birdcage coil design for use in transmit-SENSE. This pa-

per provides a good description of the process required to decouple the

eight individual transmission elements. This paper also investigates the

different possible excitation modes of the birdcage coil. The resulting

extra degree of freedom from the use of these modes is shown to in-

crease the overall flexibility of the transmit-SENSE system. Algappan

describes the pulse design process in this paper, which should prove

useful once the pulse design phase of this research project is reached.

The development of a transceive coil for use with SENSE at three

tesla is detailed in Vernickel et al. [50]. This paper serves as a very

good introduction to decoupling, as it briefly describes the basic types

of decoupling methods. This paper also has a section on Π-networks

(circuits which can be analogous to two mutually coupled transmission

elements). The rest of the paper details the development and subse-

quent testing of Vernickel’s body coil, which provides an overview of

the coil design and testing process.

A paper by Seifert et al. [51] highlights a potential safety con-

cern that arises while using transmit-SENSE. Seifert found that a four-

element transmit-SENSE coil had a SAR that varied by a factor of up
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to 15 as the same power was applied to the coil while the phase of each

element was varied. This indicates that it is possible to have a much

higher SAR than one would normally expect if a multichannel transmit-

SENSE coil is being used. This was proved both by simulation and by

experiment.

In 2008 Robson et al. [30] published a paper which detailed how to

determine the SNR and g-factor of a parallel imaging reconstruction.

This is useful as looking at the g-factor allows us to compare different

parallel imaging methods. The paper also proposes a Monte Carlo

based method for determining SNR and g-factor.

3.3 Coupling and Decoupling

Parfitt et al. [39] authored a paper which theoretically and experimen-

tally studies the coupling between two and three element metal strip

antennas. The mathematics within this paper is specific to two and

three element systems, but it still serves as a good introduction to the

impedance matrix decoupling method. With some thought it is possi-

ble to adapt this paper to apply to a transmit coil with any number of

transmit elements.

A proceedings abstract by Jevtic [52] introduces a decoupling method

which he refers to as a capacitive ladder network. This method involves

the use of rings of capacitors connecting transmission elements, with

each ring removing nearest neighbour, next-nearest neighbour, etc., in-

teractions. This decoupling method is limited to arrays of identical

transmission elements (such as the coil being developed in this research
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project) and cannot eliminate resistive coupling, but is still potentially

useful.

The paper by Lee et al. [38] provides a very detailed mathematical

treatment of the impedance matrix decoupling method for a n-element

transmission coil. It also touches upon the admittance matrix method

and describes the circuit model (where coupled elements can be mod-

eled as electrical circuits). Finally, it demonstrates how a four-element

array can be decoupled using a circuit composed of six four-port Π-

networks. This paper has proved very useful when attempting to de-

couple coil elements.

3.4 Travelling-wave Magnetic Resonance

Imaging

TW MRI was first proposed by Brunner et al. [3]. In this letter the au-

thors first introduce the concept of TW MRI, then show the results from

experiments conducted using a patch antenna. They provide some very

promising images of a human leg, which show considerable improvement

in B1 homogeneity when using the travelling-wave approach. A list of

TW phenomena which may also occur in TW MRI is given, which

provides a good starting point for investigations into TW MRI.

Webb et al. [53] have developed a small 8 cm diameter loop coil for

use in imaging and spectroscopy of the human leg. They found that

they could freely move the coil around and change its orientation and

still get good results. This paper is the first paper to be published on
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TW MRI after Brunner et al. [3] first proposed the TW method. It

demonstrates the strengths of the TW method well, i.e. the versatility

of being able to move the antenna and the large FOV.
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Chapter 4

Methods

4.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging Hard-

ware

The main pieces of hardware in a MRI scanner are the magnet, the

shims, the gradient coils, the RF coils and finally the computer system

used to control all of the other components (see Figure 4.1). The mag-

net produces a highly homogeneous, strong magnetic field using either

electrical current flow or the presence of magnetic material. The shims

are designed to create weak spatially varying magnetic fields which can-

cel out external magnetic fields and other distortions to the magnet’s

magnetic field, allowing the magnetic field from the magnet to be truly

homogeneous in the centre of the bore. The shims are either coils with

electrical currents passing through them or pieces of magnetic material

placed within the magnet bore, or both. The gradient coils usually

consist of three separate coils, each designed to produce magnetic field
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gradients in one of the three orthogonal directions within the magnet.

These gradients allow different slices within the imaging volume to be

selected for imaging.

RF coils can either consist of a transmitter and a receiver coil, or

a single coil which both transmits and receives (a so-called ‘transceive’

coil). Both RF coils are tuned to the Larmor frequency (at the cur-

rent field strength) of the spin system being imaged. The transmit

coil generates a linearly or circularly polarised RF field which is or-

thogonal to the main magnetic field direction. This is the oscillating

time-dependent B-field, mentioned in the previous section, which is ab-

sorbed and creates the stimulated emission that is the MR signal. The

receiver coil detects the MR signal. RF coils are designed with imaging

particular regions of a subject’s anatomy in mind, e.g. coils can be de-

signed to image the entire body, the calf, the liver or the head. Within

these anatomical regions it is desirable for the coil sensitivity and the

oscillating B-field to be homogeneous so that a clear and undistorted

image can be obtained. It is often very difficult to achieve this in prac-

tice. Both coils also need to be efficient and have a good signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR).
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Figure 4.1: A MRI System
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4.2 Imaging with Experimental Coils

When imaging with experimental coils there is a danger of overloading

the coil due to a poor power setup, and also of injuring any patients

being imaged through incorrect SAR settings. Once a coil has been

constructed and properly tuned and matched, a coil data file must

be compiled with correct power and SAR settings so that the scanner

knows how to use the coil safely. This requires accurate simulations of

the B1 generated by the coil at the desired imaging location, as well as

the SAR in the head, whole body, extremities and locally (measured in

W/Kg/µT2).

The simulated B1 value is fed into the coil data file and is then

used, in conjunction with the scale reference value, as a starting point

for the scanner’s power optimization. The scale reference value must

be determined experimentally. A series of spectroscopy sequences must

be run with a range of flip angles. If the scale reference value is set

correctly, the spectrum with the largest signal will occur for the 90o

sequence. If the spectrum with the largest signal is not the 90o sequence,

the scale reference value is adjusted until the 90o sequence does produce

the largest signal.

The simulated SAR values are also stored in the coil data file.

Whenever a scan is run the scanner compares these values to pre-defined

SAR limits (in W/Kg) and will not allow the scan if the threshold is

exceeded. The SAR limits used by the Philips seven T Achieva system

are given in table 4.1.
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SAR parameter SAR limit (W/Kg)

Whole body 4.0

Head 3.2

Local 10

Extremities 20

Table 4.1: SAR limits used by Philips seven tesla Achieva system
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4.3 Transmit Sensitivity Encoding Coil Con-

struction

4.3.1 Single Element Coils

In order to investigate preliminary construction ideas and methods,

two single element coils were constructed. The first was a simple flat

stripline measuring 25 cm long. It was constructed from 25 mm copper

tape and supported on a corrugated cardboard frame. A single tuning

capacitor was soldered across one end of the stripline. This coil is shown

in Figures 4.2a and 4.3a. This stripline was used to try out different

values of tuning capacitor, as well as for practice using the network

analyzer and pick-up loops. The stripline was a very useful first step

as it was completed in about an hour and thus allowed testing to be

performed quickly.

After the straight stripline had been completed a second stripline

was built. This stripline was curved through 90o but retained a length

of 25 cm. Two capacitors were incorporated into the design, one for

tuning and the other for matching. The capacitors were placed at either

end of the stripline. The stripline can be seen in Figures 4.2b and 4.3b.

This stripline was built so that the difference between a straight and a

curved stripline could be investigated. The choice of simple materials

(corrugated cardboard and copper tape) allowed it to be constructed

rapidly.

Comparing the two striplines it was possible to conclude that the

resonant frequency of the curved stripline was just below that of the
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straight stripline, presumably due to the increased inductance created

by curving the element.

A second curved stripline was then constructed (identical to the

first) so that the coupling between two elements could be investigated.

The quality factors of the two elements were measured individually, and

then again with the elements close together in various configurations.

The quality factors were measured using two pick-up loops. The first

loop was coupled to the element in question to drive it, and then the

second loop was coupled loosely to observe the element‘s resonance

frequency. The quality factors of the two elements were found to be 316

and 328, which was deemed to be suitably close given their relatively

crude construction.

With both elements touching at right-angles coupling was observed

with coupling constants of K = 4.22 × 10−3 and K = 1.04 × 10−2.

With the elements touching in a co-planar arrangement (so that the

two elements formed a ‘C‘ shape) no coupling was observed. From this

it was concluded that coupling between elements could be a problem for

the element interactions where the elements were close, but for other

interactions there would be little or no coupling.

4.3.2 Mock-Coil

A mock coil was constructed to allow the coupling between elements

to be investigated in greater detail. This coil consisted of eight curved

elements arranged radially to form a hemisphere. These were 10 mm

copper tape supported on a corrugated cardboard frame. A thin card-
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Figure 4.2: a) Diagram of a simple flat quarter wave stripline. b)

Diagram of a curved quarter wave stripline.

board dome was constructed and lined with copper sheet to create a

screen for the elements. The frame and screen were held together by

loops of string passing through the screen and around the frame. Tun-

ing and matching capacitors were added in the same way as for the

single curved element. The 50 Ω points for the elements were found

(approximately 3 cm from the top of each element) and BNC connec-

tors were soldered into place at them. This coil is shown in Figure

4.4.

Each element was tuned and matched individually, with all other

elements broken (i.e. their tuning capacitors had been removed to

break the circuit). The coupling between elements could be observed

by driving one element directly (i.e. plugged in via its BNC port) us-

ing the network analyzer and monitoring the second element directly
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Figure 4.3: a) Picture of a simple flat quarter wave stripline. b) Picture

of a curved quarter wave stripline.

on the network analyzer. The strength of the different coupling interac-

tions, referred to as coupling cases A, B, C and D, where A is nearest-

neighbour coupling, B is next nearest-neighbour, etc, were measured.

From these results, see table 4.3.2, it was determined that the case A

coupling was the strongest and therefore had to be eliminated first.

4.3.3 Decoupling

The first attempt at decoupling used with the mock coil was a simple

T-circuit placed directly between two nearest-neighbour elements as

shown in 4.5a. A range of capacitances and inductances were tried.

Eventually it was decided that the T-circuit was not providing any

decoupling and so it was removed.

The next method for decoupling to be tried was a simple wire con-

necting the two elements. A thin piece of copper tape was placed across

the gap between the two elements and was moved up the elements in

1 cm increments while the coupling was observed using a search coil
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Figure 4.4: The mock coil, which was constructed from cardboard and

copper sheet.

on the network analyzer (see Figure 4.5b). It was found that with the

copper tape approximately 5 cm from the end of the elements decou-

pling was achieved, and placing the copper tape at a higher position

introduced another resonant frequency into the system which was un-

desirable. A second piece of copper tape was then used to decouple a

third element. Although this method had achieved decoupling, it was

also found that it was shifting the resonant frequency of the elements

by approximately 5 MHz. This decoupling method was implemented

incrementally, decoupling an additional element each iteration until all

eight elements were decoupled. However, driving one element and ob-
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Case K1 K2 KAV

A 6.7 × 10−3 5.1 × 10−2 2.9 × 10−2

B 2.0 × 10−2 6.6 × 10−3 1.3 × 10−2

C 0 3.4 × 10−2 1.7 × 10−2

D 3.4 × 10−2 6.6 × 10−3 2.0 × 10−2

Table 4.2: The average two coupling constants for each coupling case,

and their average.

serving another by connecting it directly into the network analyzer (as

opposed to using a search coil), revealed that the second element was

also transmitting. This indicated that this form of decoupling was not

actually decoupling the elements; it was turning them into a birdcage

coil.

The third method of decoupling was an extension of the second,

where a tunable capacitor was placed between the centre of the cop-

per strip used in the second method and the coil screen as shown in

Figure 4.5c. This method is detailed in an abstract by Wang [54]. Var-

ious different size capacitors were investigated, as were different copper

strip positions. Changing either the position of the strip or the value of

the capacitance affected which frequency was being effectively decou-

pled. After much experimentation it was decided that this method of

decoupling was also going to be inadequate.

A form of inductive decoupling was then employed. First a sim-

ple loop of wire was suspended between the two elements, close to the

matching capacitors. It was found that this helped decrease the cou-

pling, but only by a small amount. The loop was then bent into a
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‘figure of eight‘ shape. This increased the decoupling even further, but

it still did not amount to much. These methods are shown in Figure

4.5d.

The most effective form of passive decoupling was found to be the

addition of a 1 cm tall curved screen. The screen was soldered onto the

coil’s RF screen in the middle between the elements to be decoupled,

and is shown in Figure 4.5e. This managed to achieve decoupling of

approximately 9 dB, where all previous methods had only achieved 1

to 3 dB.

The best decoupling was achieved when a decoupling circuit was

constructed and inserted between the two driving ports for the ele-

ments. This circuit was a T-circuit as shown in Figure 4.5f. With the

correct selection of inductor and capacitors decoupling as good as 20

dB could be achieved.

4.3.4 The First Dome Coil

The first dome coil (see Figures 4.6 and 4.7) was constructed from two

fiberglass hemispheres, one with a radius of 155 mm and the other

with a radius of 175 mm. The smaller hemisphere was used to support

eight transmission elements made from 1 cm wide copper tape. The

larger hemisphere supported an RF screen. The two hemispheres were

held together by eight plastic bolts, which allowed the hemispheres to

be separated when necessary. The coil was also mounted on a stand

which held it in position in the scanner and which could also support a

phantom in the centre of the coil. High power capacitors were placed at
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Figure 4.5: Different attempts at decoupling the mock coil. a) a T-

circuit at the apex of the elements. b) A direct connection between

elements. c) A direct connection with a capacitor to ground. d) Induc-

tive decoupling using a loop and a ‘figure of eight‘. e) A screen between

the elements. f) A T-circuit between the driving ports.

either end of each transmission element for tuning and matching. BNC

connectors were placed in the larger hemisphere so that they earthed

the RF screen and fed through to the 50 Ω points on the transmission

elements.
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The RF screen was constructed from three layers as shown in Fig-

ure 4.8. The first layer consisted of tapered copper strips which were

arranged radially so as to cover the entire hemisphere, leaving only a

3 mm gap between strips. The second layer was a dielectric which

covered the entire hemisphere. The third layer was another layer of ta-

pered copper strips, but with the strips placed so that they covered the

gaps in the first layer. This screen structure allows current to travel up

and down each element, but not from one element to another as there

is no direct path of conductor connecting any of the elements. This

design of RF screen also limits Eddy currents and blocks RF signals

from reaching the transmission elements from outside the coil.

It was found that with an accurately constructed RF screen the

coupling between elements dropped significantly compared to the mock

coil. With such a reduction in coupling, it was no longer necessary to

employ any further decoupling techniques, such as a screen between the

elements or a T-circuit across the driving ports.

4.3.5 The Second Dome Coil

The second dome coil (see Figures 4.9 and 4.10) to be constructed

was slightly smaller than the first so that it could fit inside a set of

hemispherical gradients. The radii of the two fiberglass hemispheres

were 130 mm and 150 mm. The transmission elements were formed

from 1 cm wide copper sheet, rather than copper tape, as it is more

rigid. The RF screen was the same, but with the addition of a 3 mm

gap (cut through all three layers of the screen) in the middle between
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Figure 4.6: Schematics of the first dome coil.

each transmission element. This gap helped to isolate the transmission

elements from each other further. High power variable capacitors were

placed at the apex of each element, and fixed capacitors were placed

at the tops. Each element was fed directly by a coaxial cable which

entered the coil at the apex and was tack-soldered to the RF screen up

to the feed point. This provided the ability to adjust the feed point

slightly in order to alter the matching.

4.3.6 Coil Stand

A coil stand was designed and constructed that can hold either the first

or second dome coil in the seven T Achieva scanner. The stand sits in

the same position that the head coil would normally occupy and also

incorporates a removable phantom holder. The stand was constructed

entirely from plastic to make it MRI compatible. See Figure 4.11 for

schematics and a picture of the stand.
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Figure 4.7: The first dome coil, with a grey phantom holder visible in

the bottom of the image.
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Figure 4.8: A peeled-back schematic of the RF screen. a) the first layer

consisted of vertical copper strips, each separated by 3 mm from the

neighbouring strip. b) the second layer consisted of horizontal strips of

dielectric tape. c) the third layer was another layer of vertical copper

strips, but staggered relative to the first layer so that the centre of each

strip covered the gaps in the first layer.
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Figure 4.9: Schematics of the second dome coil.

Figure 4.10: The second dome coil, with a grey phantom holder visible

at the bottom of the image and the eight BNC cables for driving the

elements visible in the bottom left.
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Figure 4.11: a) coil stand schematics. b) the coil stand with a coil and

the phantom holder in place.
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4.4 Travelling Wave Antennas

4.4.1 The Patch Antenna

The patch antenna was formed from three layers. The first layer was a

230 mm radius ground plate (circuit board). The second layer was 11

mm thick dielectric (perspex), with a radius of 200 mm. The third layer

was a 188 mm radius transmission plate, made from 1 mm thick copper

sheet. Two N-type connectors allowed the antenna to be driven in

quadrature. These were placed 100 mm from the centre of the antenna,

90o apart. The layers were held together by four bolts, which allowed

the layers to be separated and adjusted as necessary. The antenna was

mounted on a plastic stand which allowed it to be placed inside the

magnet where the head coil would normally be situated. See Figures

4.12 and 4.13.

Once constructed the antenna was used for imaging twice. The

second set of images were obtained with the phase of the connectors

reversed. By comparing these two sets of images it was possible to

determine which connectors should be connected to the 00 and 90o

phase signals in order to achieve maximum SNR.

4.4.2 The End-Fire Helix Antenna

The helix (see Figures 4.14 and 4.15) was wound from 2 mm radius

copper wire. The helix consisted of three right-handed turns, with a 65

mm radius and a 180 mm pitch. The helix was supported on a perspex

cylinder, the radius of which had been increased to the desired value
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Figure 4.12: Schematics of the patch antenna.

by adding small plastic strips along the length of the tube. At the

end of the helix the copper wire was bent into the centre of the helix,

where it passed through a 300 mm square ground plate (circuit board).

The copper wire then connected to a tuning and matching circuit. See

Figure 4.16. In this circuit L1 consists of 9 turns of diameter 5 mm and

is 16 mm long. L2 consists of 13 turns with a diameter of 5 mm and a

length of 25 mm. The variable capacitor is 1 to 10 pF.

An identical left-handed antenna was also constructed. This an-

tenna had much worse SNR than the right-handed antenna, indicating

that the right-handed antenna had the correct polarity.
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Figure 4.13: The patch antenna.
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Figure 4.14: Schematic of the end-fire helix antenna.
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Figure 4.15: The end-fire helix antenna.
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Figure 4.16: Top: a picture of the tuning circuit used for the end-fire

helix. Bottom: corresponding circuit diagram.
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4.5 Simulations

Simulations were performed using a software package called XFDTD

Bio-pro version 6.3.8.3, produced by Remcom Incorporated. XFDTD

uses the FDTD approach to model EM systems. A screen shot of

XFDTD is shown in Figure 4.17.

The software contains a computer-aided design (CAD) element which

can be used to design the physical aspects of a coil or antenna, and then

electrical components, such as capacitors and inductors, can be added.

This also allows the importing of a standard body model (either of a

full body or a head and shoulders) into the simulation.

The coil can be driven in a number of ways, but in this project the

coils were always driven be a direct current stimulation at the coil’s feed

points. The current was equal to 1 A and the feed point had a resis-

tance of 50 Ω. For initial simulations that were designed to determine

the resonance frequency of system, the input was a Gaussian pulse.

For subsequent simulations the input was a sinusoid at the resonant

frequency of the system (298 MHz).

Simulations can be set to end after a certain time period or set num-

ber of phase cycles of excitation have elapsed, or after the simulation

converges. Convergence occurs in one of two ways depending upon the

excitation being used. If the excitation is an impulse the simulation

will converge once the EM energy of the simulation has decayed below

a pre-established threshold (typically -30 to -50 dB of the initial EM

energy). If the excitation is a continuous sinusoid the simulation will

converge when the average electric field of the simulation (monitored
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at a number of positions throughout the simulation) does not deviate

from a true sinusoidal oscillation (again, typically -30 to -50 dB from a

pure sine wave). If a simulation does not converge then any SAR data

extracted from it cannot be considered reliable, if extracting the data

is even possible.

XFDTD can be instructed to produce various types of data from a

simulation. The raw data extracted in this project were voltage and

current at the driving ports as a function of time, the Hx, Hy and Hz

values at given points, as well as SAR and 10 g averaged SAR values

throughout body models. Field snapshots and movies could also be

recorded in the different planes of the simulation.

Finally, XFDTD has a number of built in post-processing functions.

XFDTD can perform fast Fourier Transforms on the voltage and current

data from the driving ports and display the resulting spectra. This was

used to determine the resonant frequency of the system after it had

been driven by a Gaussian pulse. H values from a point can also be

plotted, and their peak values can then be read from the graph and

combined in quadrature to determine the B1 at a point.

SAR values can be calculated for different sub-regions of the body

model and can be scaled to different input power values. Any SAR

values used in this project were scaled to the calculated input power

of the simulation, as this was the power that generated the B1 that we

measured in the simulation. The software reports the maximum SAR

and its position within the specified sub region, as well as the 1 g and

10 g averages with their positions. These values can be restricted to
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Figure 4.17: A screen shot of an XFDTD simulation that is ready to

run. This simulation contains a hugo body model, a dome coil and a

magnet bore.

individual tissue types from the body model, but in this project only

SAR values for all tissue types were used.

Typical results from an XFDTD simulation can be seen in Figures

5.6 and 5.7 in chapter five.
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4.6 Calibrating Coils

4.6.1 Power

The process of calibrating a coil involves determining a number of values

which must then be written into a coil parameter file which the MRI

scanner can then refer to when using the calibrated coil. The most

important values are associated with the coil’s power use; if these values

are not correct then the scanner cannot produce the correct flip angles.

The other important set of values are SAR to magnetic field conversion

factors. These are important if the scanner is to correctly determine

safety limits for each scan.

In order to calibrate the coil’s power settings the settings which

produce the best SNR must be identified, which will correspond to

a 90o flip angle. To do this the coil’s ’Ref. B1’ and ’Maximum B1

Available’ parameters must be set to an initial value, typically 15. The

coil’s ’Ref. Scale’ value must also be set low, typically 0.1. The actual

values for a coil’s power parameters do not matter as they are only ever

considered in ratio. With the scanner’s automatic power optimization

turned off, a series of images or spectra with different flip angles must

be obtained. If the correct range of flip angles is covered, a plot of SNR

versus flip angle should have a peak value. If not, a different range

of flip angles must be used. Note that the flip angles requested at his

stage are not the actual flip angles that the coil generates; that is why

the coil must be calibrated. See Figure 4.18 for a screen shot of an

example of the sequence of spectra obtained.
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In the example shown in Figure 4.18 the seventh spectrum clearly

has a much stronger signal than the others, indicating that it is the

sequence that generated a 90o flip angle. ’Ref. Scale’ is then modified

to compensate according to equation 4.1.

New Ref Scale = Old Ref Scale ∗ FA that produced maximum signal

90
(4.1)

Once this has been done the process is repeated with a smaller

difference between requested flip angles, so that the desired ’Ref. Scale’

value can be refined until a suitable accuracy is achieved. Once this has

been done and the coil’s parameter file has been updated accordingly,

when a certain flip angle is requested with the calibrated coil, that is

the flip angle obtained.

It is possible, once calibration has been achieved, that the scanner

will no longer perform scans with these values, even though it is known

that they would produce the correct flip angles were they to be run.

This is probably due to the coil now needing too much power. The

scanner can be told to reduce the power used by lowering the value

of ’Maximum B1 Available’. This forces the scanner to use lower am-

plitude pulses with longer pulse durations to achieve the correct flip

angles.
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Figure 4.18: A sequence of spectra used for power calibration of a coil.

4.6.2 Specific Absorption Rates to Magnetic Field

Conversion Factors

To calculate the SAR values relative to the magnetic field B+
1 detailed

simulations of the coil must be performed. The coil and subject must

be simulated in XFDTD, being driven by a sinusoidal excitation at

the resonant frequency, with the body model placed in a worst-case-

scenario position (i.e. being as close to the transmitting elements as

will be possible in the scanner). The simulation must be set up so that

the B1 generated by the coil in the target FOV, as well as the local and

maximum SAR values throughout the body, are recorded. Once the

simulation has converged, the maximum SAR from the head, the body,
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and the extremities, as well as the maximum local SAR are taken and

divided by the square of the B1 in the FOV (measured in micro-tesla

squared). These values, in Watts per kilogram per micro-tesla squared,

are then copied into the coil’s parameter file. The scanner uses these

values to determine the SAR that the coil will produce for a given pulse

sequence, and hence if a particular scan is safe or not.

If it is not clear what constitutes a worst-case-scenario for this sim-

ulation, then a whole series of simulations to cover all the possible

situations must be performed, and then the most conservative results

must be taken.

4.6.3 Other Parameters

Other parameters that can be set for a coil include ’Max. Avg. Power’.

This tells the scanner the maximum power that the coil can handle

before it breaks. It can be estimated by taking the maximum power of

the components used. Similarly, ’Breakdown B1’ tells the scanner the

maximum B1 that the coil can be exposed to before it breaks.
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Chapter 5

Transmit Sensitivity

Encoding Results

5.1 Pulse Design

Using the theory on multiple transmit pulse design presented in chapter

two a program was written in MATLAB (see appendix) which could

generate unique RF pulses to drive R elements which would then excite

a defined excitation pattern. In the case of the dome coil R = 8.

The sensitivity patterns of the eight elements were obtained by using

each element individually to image a 16 cm diameter phantom, and

are given in Figure 5.1. These sensitivity patterns have been combined

linearly in Figure 5.2 and show an almost uniform sensitivity over the

phantom. These are then fed into the program along with the desired

excitation, which was chosen to be the University of Nottingham castle

logo (see Figure 5.3), and the gradients (a 2D spiral). The program

then processes this information as shown in the theory chapter and
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produces eight RF pulses, which are presented in Figure 5.4.

Note that the pulses produced are relatively coarse due to the low

matrix size used in this run of the program. Using higher resolution

sensitivity maps and excitation patterns (or re-sampling the current

ones) would allow a bigger matrix value to be used and thus increase

the accuracy of the RF pulse. This would also increase the calculation

time, and so will not be implemented until the program’s RF pulses

have been tested.

Unfortunately it has not been possible to validate the accuracy of

these pulses by implementation on a multiple transmit scanner, as the

scanners currently being used by our collaborators are not yet capable

of implementing independent RF pulses in each channel.

In order to test these pulses in a computer simulation, a two-dimensional

Bloch simulator program would have to be developed. Such a program

would take the R RF pulses and weight each one by the correspond-

ing element’s sensitivity profile. These weighted pulses would then be

combined linearly to create the RF signal that the two-dimensional spin

system would be exposed to. This RF signal, along with the gradients

applied as the RF pulses are transmitted, would be fed into the Bloch

equations (see equation 2.16) for every spin in a two-dimensional array,

over a period of timesteps. The magnetization at the end of the RF

signal should then resemble the desired excitation pattern used to cal-

culate the R RF signals (i.e. Figure 5.3). This process is summarised

in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.1: Transverse sensitivity maps for each of the eight elements

of the dome coil.
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Figure 5.2: The linear summation of the sensitivity maps shown in

Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.3: The University of Nottingham castle logo used as a desired

excitation pattern.
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Figure 5.4: The eight RF pulses generated for use with the dome coil.

If used together these should produce a transverse excitation in the

shape of the University of Nottingham logo.
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Figure 5.5: A flow diagram to demonstrate how a two-dimensional

Bloch simulator would work for R RF signals. Ω0 is the resonance

offset, φ is the phase of the RF field and ∆t is the size of the timestep

used in the program.
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5.2 Coil Calibration

The various power calibration parameters used by the scanner for the

dome coil are shown in table 5.1.

The ’Max. Avg. Power’ value is simply an estimate based on other

coil files. It could be replaced with an accurate number based upon

the actual maximum power that the coil can handle without breaking

down.

The ’Maximum B1 Available’ and ’Ref. B1’ values were an estimate

based upon other coil files.

An initial estimate for ’Ref. Scale’ was obtained by taking a series

of images with different flip angles, finding the image with the highest

SNR, and then scaling ’Ref. Scale’ accordingly so that the image with

the highest SNR would be the 90o image. This was further refined by

taking a series of spectra with different flip angles and looking for the

spectra that produced the strongest signal. The final value was settled

on when it could be used without the scanner giving a PO (power

optimization) failure warning.

It was relatively difficult to calibrate the dome coil due to it pro-

ducing phase artifacts. A range of ’Ref. Scale’ values seemed to almost

work. When taking this range into consideration, the error in the cali-

bration is approximately 29%.
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Parameter Value

Max. Avg. Power 20 W

Maximum B1 Available 15 µT

Ref. B1 15 µT

Ref. Scale 0.4913

Table 5.1: The power calibration values used by the dome coil.
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5.3 Results of Specific Absorption Rate

Simulations

The SAR per B2
1 conversion factors for the dome coil are listed in table

5.2. These values were obtained from XFDTD simulations of a human

body within the dome coil (as described in the methods chapter). The

B1 was taken from five locations in a transverse slice of the head and

then averaged. A video of the ’MagH’ field was also taken of this slice

to check that the points being observed were suitable representatives

of the magnetic field, and from this it was decided to omit the point in

the center of the head where there is a B1 minimum. The average B1

was found to be 0.45 µT.

SAR values were extracted from the simulation. The whole body

value uses the maximum SAR from the torso. The head value uses

the maximum SAR from the head. The local value uses the maximum

local SAR from the entire body model. The extremities value uses the

highest maximum SAR from the body’s left arm and shoulder (which

was higher than the SAR of the right arm and shoulder).

SAR simulations were also performed on an eight-element birdcage

coil of comparable size to the dome coil for comparison. The results of

these simulations are presented in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. From Figure 5.6

it can be clearly seen that the SAR generated by the dome coil is con-

sistently lower than the SAR generated by the birdcage. It also clearly

demonstrates that the SAR generated by the dome coil in the shoulder

is much less than the SAR generated by the birdcage, indicating that
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Location Watts/µT2/kg

Whole body 1.03

Head 23.8

Local 3.47

Extremities 1.46

Table 5.2: The SAR per B2
1 conversion factors for the dome coil.

the dome coil has a good SAR performance in the shoulder. Figure 5.7

displays simulated B1 data on the left and local SAR data on the right.

The B1 generated by the dome coil is restricted to the top half of the

head which helps to lower the SAR in the neck and shoulders, as seen

in the SAR images.
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Figure 5.6: A comparison of the SAR generated by the dome coil and

a birdcage coil with a B1 of 0.45 µT.

Figure 5.7: The B1 generated by the birdcage (top left) and the dome

(bottom left). The local SAR generated by the birdcage (top right)

and the dome (bottom right).
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5.4 Imaging

Imaging with the dome coil was performed at the Centre d’Imagerie

BioMedicale in Lausanne, Switzerland, using their actively shielded

seven T/68 cm MR scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen,

Germany) with a head gradient insert (41 cm, 80 mT/m maximum

gradient strength). This scanner is capable or transmitting on up to

eight channels and so allowed the dome coil to be fully tested.

B1 maps were obtained for all eight elements using the Sa2RAGE

sequence and are presented in Figure 5.8. From these images it is ev-

ident that some of the elements were not performing as well as the

others. Elements 3, 6, 7 and 8 were all performing well and were gen-

erating B1 into the centre of the coil. Elements 2, 4, and 5 were hardly

generating any B1 at all, and this will have undoubtedly lowered the

SNR of the images obtained from the coil. Element 1 appears to show

strong coupling between itself and its neighbouring element. As all

eight elements were constructed in the same way these differences in

performance are believed to be the result of poor tuning and matching.

It is clearly possible to tune and match the elements so that they do

not couple with their neighbours and generate a strong B1. However

such fine-tuning is a time consuming process and had to be performed

on-site during the final testing of the dome coil. As the final testing

was performed in a very limited time period, tuning and matching of

all eight elements was not possible.

Un-accelerated images of a pineapple and a squash were also ob-

tained, see Figures 5.9 and 5.10. These images were obtained using a
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GRE sequence with a TR of 8.6 ms, a TE of 4 ms and a 1.1 by 1 by

7 mm resolution. The SNR of the pineapple image is 245 while the

SNR of the squash image is 88. Using the same scanning parameters

to image a phantom with a volume head coil on the Philips Achieva

system resulted in SNR values of 103 and 78 respectively. Although

the results are not directly comparable due to the difference in imaging

system, they do demonstrate that the dome coil achieved SNR values

comparable to a conventional coil.

Unfortunately it was not possible to attempt to acquire accelerated

images due to time constraints. This means that it is not possible to

evaluate the E parameter of the dome coil.

It was noted during the final scanning and testing session that the

dome coil is quite load-insensitive, as it required no changes to its tuning

or matching if the oil phantom was exchanged for a water phantom or

even with no phantom at all.
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Figure 5.8: B1 maps of all eight elements of the dome coil.
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Figure 5.9: Sagittal image of a pineapple. GRE sequence, TR of 8.6

ms, TE of 4 ms, 1.1 by 1 by 7 mm resolution.
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Figure 5.10: Transverse image of a squash. GRE sequence, TR of 8.6

ms, TE of 4 ms, 1.1 by 1 by 7 mm resolution.
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Chapter 6

Travelling Wave Results

6.1 Simulation of Travelling Wave Behaviour

Simulations were performed of a patch antenna inside a magnet bore.

A snapshot of the log(B1) generated by the patch can be seen in Figure

6.1. The dimensions of this image have been distorted as the Yee cells in

the simulation were neither isotropic nor homogeneous, but the pixels

of the image are. This has no affect upon the interpretation of the

image. In the simulation the bore was 2 m long and had a diameter of

60 cm.

The waves propagating outside the bore are actually generated at

the back of the patch and then ”‘bend around”’ the end of the bore. In

reality the space outside the bore is occupied by the magnet, therefore

these waves do not occur in real travelling wave experiments and so

are a simulation artifacts. The space immediately in front of the patch

is dominated by a near-field effect, but further away the B1 begins

to increase again indicating a region where the travelling wave effect
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Figure 6.1: An image of log(B1) generated by a patch antenna inside a

magnet bore. The waves propagating outside the bore are simulation

artifacts. The region directly in front of the patch is dominated by

near-field effects. From the profile shown in the bottom of the figure it

can be seen that beyond the region of near-field effects the B1 increases,

indicating a travelling wave effect.

dominates.
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6.2 Specific Absorption Rate

SAR values were obtained from a range of XFDTD simulations of a

human body placed in the scanner head-first with the patch antenna.

In each simulation the position of the body was changed by a short

distance along the z-axis. The B1 was taken from five to eleven (de-

pending on the cross-section of the body for that simulation) locations

in a transverse slice of the body in the centre of the bore and then

averaged. A video of the ’MagH’ field was also taken of this slice to

check that the points being observed were suitable representatives of

the magnetic field. The whole body values use the maximum SAR from

the torso. The head values use the maximum SAR from the head. The

local values use the maximum local SAR from the entire body model.

The extremities values use the highest maximum SAR from either the

body’s left arm and shoulder or the right arm and shoulder, whichever

was higher.

See Figure 6.2 for the average B1 from each simulation, as well as

the SAR per B2
1 conversion factors. From this figure it was evident that

the SAR per B2
1 conversion factors decreased as the body moved away

from the patch. It was therefore decided that as long as a minimum

safe distance of 50 cm is maintained between the subject being imaged

and the patch, the SAR per B2
1 conversion factors found in table 6.1

can be used.

SAR values were also simulated for scanning foot-first. The simula-

tions were performed in the same way as for head-first scanning, except

that extremity SAR values now also incorporated measurements from
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the legs, and sometimes head values were not calculated as they had

dropped out of the simulated volume (this was not a problem as when

head values were simulated they were found to be very close to zero).

See Figure 6.3 for the average B1 from each simulation, as well as the

SAR per B2
1 conversion factors. From this figure it was evident that the

SAR behaved in a similar fashion to the head-first case, though SAR

on the whole is much lower for foot-first scanning than head-first. It

was therefore decided that as long as a minimum safe distance of 50

cm is maintained between the subject being imaged and the patch, the

SAR per B2
1 conversion factors found in table 6.2 can be used. Note

that the values given in table 6.2 correspond to a distance of 40 cm

from the patch. The minimum safe distance is set to 50 cm to allow for

the fact that a subject may move their feet closer to the patch during

scanning.

Comparing Figures 6.2 and 6.3 it can be seen that the average B1

is much more erratic as a function of position when scanning head-first

compared to foot-first scanning. This is believed to be because the hu-

man cross-section varies much more in the head-first case, particularly

due to the shoulders. However when scanning foot-first the human

cross-section is much better behaved as the legs taper off relatively

smoothly compared to the upper body.
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Location Watts/µT2

Whole body 4.2

Head 9.9

Local 4.5

Extremities 34.7

Table 6.1: The SAR per B2
1 conversion factors for the patch antenna

when scanning head-first. Note that these are only valid when the

subject keeps a minimum distance of 50 cm from the patch.

Location Watts/µT2

Whole body 1.2

Head 0.0

Local 3.0

Extremities 12.5

Table 6.2: The SAR per B2
1 conversion factors for the patch antenna

when scanning foot-first. Note that these are only valid when the sub-

ject keeps a minimum distance of 50 cm from the patch. The head

value is zero to one decimal place.
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Figure 6.2: Plots of SAR per B2
1 and B1 for the patch antenna as a

function of body position (measured in displacement along the z-axis

away from the patch antenna) when scanning head-first. Error bars on

the B1 values are ± one standard deviation.
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Figure 6.3: Plots of SAR per B2
1 and B1 for the patch antenna as a

function of body position (measured in displacement along the z-axis

away from the patch antenna) when scanning foot-first. Error bars on

the B1 values are ± one standard deviation.
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6.3 Simulated Patch Antenna and End-

Fire Helix Comparison

The patch antenna and end-fire helix antenna were compared directly

to ascertain if there were any advantages to using one antenna over the

other. Simulated SAR maps were produced. After both antennas had

been constructed, tuned and matched, they were used to image a 20 cm

spherical phantom. The resulting images had their SNR’s evaluated so

that the performance of the antennas could be compared.

6.3.1 Simulated Specific Absorption Rate

Figure 6.4 shows the simulation geometries used to generate the SAR

maps for both antennas. Figure 6.5 shows the results of those simu-

lations. Note that the simulations have been scaled for the same B1

generated in the centre of the head, to represent the same imaging

conditions. The SAR maps are very similar. Both show the same dis-

tribution of SAR throughout the body, with the most occurring at the

top of the head, and the least occurring between the legs. The patch

appears to generate less SAR overall, and the helix produces more SAR

in the top of the head, but these differences are not great.

6.3.2 Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Both the patch antenna and end-fire helix were used to image a 20

cm spherical loading phantom in the Philips seven T Achieva system.

The antennas were used in both transmit and receive mode for this
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Figure 6.4: The geometries of the simulations used to generate SAR

maps of the patch (top) and helix (bottom) antennas. The legs were

removed to reduce the computational burden of the simulations.

comparison. The phantom was placed approximately 65 cm from the

end of the antenna being used, and both antennas were driven by the

same pulse sequence. The system’s logs were then checked to ensure

that both antennas had used the same power. As neither coil was

calibrated at the time, there was no way to be sure what flip angle

was being achieved, but by using the same pulse sequence at the same

power the same (unknown) flip angle was achieved by each antenna and

hence the resulting images were directly comparable.

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 are examples of the sagittal slices achieved using

both antennas. In both images the antenna was below the phantom. It

can be seen that the half of the phantom facing the antenna produced

the strongest signal, while the other side did not. This is a result of
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Figure 6.5: The SAR maps produced by the patch (top) and helix

(bottom) antennas.

their being no attempt to match the travelling wave at the far side

of the phantom. Without such matching the travelling wave reflects

off the back of the phantom creating standing wave effects. This also

creates the bright spot visible in the top half of each phantom.

The SNR for these images, as well as for images taken in the trans-

verse and coronal planes, were calculated and then normalised by the

power used by the antenna. Power-normalised SNR values were also

obtained using a head volume coil to allow the travelling wave technique

to be compared to conventional MRI imaging. These power-normalised

SNR values are given in table 6.3 and shown graphically in Figure 6.8.

From these values it can be seen that the helix antenna performs slightly
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Figure 6.6: A sagittal image of a 20 cm spherical phantom taken using

a patch antenna as both transmitter and receiver.

better than the patch antenna, but this difference is not very signifi-

cant when compared to the SNR achieved by conventional MRI. This

reduced SNR for travelling wave MRI can be attributed to the fact that

the antennas, which are both transmitting and receiving, are much far-

ther away from the imaging volume compared to conventional coils.

This significantly reduces the B1 that they are able to generate in the

imaging volume, as well as attenuating the strength of the signal re-

ceived. These two factors combine to reduce the SNR by a factor of

about ten.
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Figure 6.7: A sagittal image of a 20 cm spherical phantom taken using

an end-fire helix antenna as both transmitter and receiver.

SNR Patch Helix Volume

Transverse 100 187.5 1254

Sagittal 237.5 312.5 2444

Coronal 206.25 225 1849

Table 6.3: The power-normalised SNR values for the patch and end-fire

helix antennas.
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Figure 6.8: The power-normalised SNR for the patch antenna, end-fire

helix antenna, and a conventional head volume coil.
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6.4 Heating Test

In order to ascertain the energy deposition rates of the travelling wave

method compared to conventional imaging a simple heating test was

performed using the patch antenna. A one liter phantom was modified

to hold a heat sensor probe (Photon Control PalmSENSE Temperature

Sensor) in its centre. This phantom was then filled with one liter of

water and placed in the scanner room overnight so that it would cool

down to room temperature. The next day the phantom was imaged

using a FFE sequence with the following scan parameters: flip angle of

90o, 1 mm isotropic resolution, TR of 250 ms, minimum TE. Attempt-

ing to change any of these scanner settings in a way that would increase

the power, such as by reducing TR or increasing the flip angle, causes

the scan to abort.

The scan took 47 minutes and 36 seconds to run. In that time the

phantom temperature rose from 15.9 oC to 16.2 oC (the room temper-

ature was still 15.9 oC by the end of the scan). Using equation 2.48,

this corresponds to an average heat deposition within the phantom of

0.44 W/kg, which provides an estimate of the SAR values that could

be obtained from the patch antenna. Although the temperature rise

was reduced by the air conditioning present in the bore room, such

cooling would also be present if a subject were to be scanned. The

most restrictive SAR limit in place on the seven tesla Achieva system

is 3.2 W/kg for the head and therefore from this experiment it can be

concluded that the patch SAR should be well below that level.
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6.5 Patch Antenna Calibration

The various power calibration parameters used by the scanner for the

patch antenna are shown in table 6.4.

The ’Max. Avg. Power’ is based on the maximum power that the

N-type sockets can handle. It is assumed that these are the weakest link

in this particular coil, given that the patch has no electrical components

and is essentially a 30 cm wide capacitor.

The ’Maximum B1 Available’ is deliberately set low to limit the

power used by the coil. This was necessary to compensate for the

relatively large ’Ref. Scale’.

’Ref. B1’ was an estimate based upon other coil files.

An initial estimate for ’Ref. Scale’ was obtained by taking a series

of images with different flip angles, finding the image with the highest

SNR, and then scaling ’Ref. Scale’ accordingly so that the image with

the highest SNR would be the 90o image. This was further refined by

taking a series of spectra with different flip angles and looking for the

spectra that produced the strongest signal. Eventually spectra that

were only 4o apart were used. Spectra that were only 1o apart all had

a similar amplitude and could not be used for calibration.

As the maximum signal occurred at 90o +/- 4o, the error in the

coils power calibration is just under 4.5%. However it should be noted

that this is only true for the 3 cm by 3 cm volume that was used in

the calibration. The actual flip angle achieved will differ considerably

from the requested flip angle as the region imaged moves away from

this calibration location. This is the case for all RF transmit coils.
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Parameter Value

Max. Avg. Power 400 W

Maximum B1 Available 1 µT

Ref. B1 10.8 µT

Ref. Scale 3.94

Table 6.4: The power calibration values used by the patch antenna.
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6.6 Imaging

In vivo images were obtained using the patch antenna as a transmit-

ter and a local receive coil for signal detection. A FFE sequence was

used, with a TR of 100 ms, TE of 1.73 ms, and 1.02 by 1.02 by 6 mm

resolution. These images are presented in Figure 6.9. SNR values were

calculated taking the noise measurements from just outside of the calf

or ankle. The noise on the outside of the images is an artifact resulting

form using the SENSE interface box with only a single element coil,

and has thus been discounted. The SNR values of these images are ap-

proximately two to three times worse than SNR values obtained from a

conventional head coil (which are typically around 100). Some of this

SNR loss will be due to the nature of travelling wave MRI, but part of

it is also due to both the small size of the receive coil and the relatively

small volume of anatomy being imaged. The receive coil was a simple

loop approximately 5 cm in size, giving it a similarly sized FOV. It is

evident in most of the images in Figure 6.9 that image quality drops

considerable outside of the receiver’s FOV. Comparing the SNR values

of the calf and ankle images it can be seen that the ankle had noticeably

worse SNR (approximately a factor of two worse). If we assume that

this drop in SNR is proportional to the drop in the volume of anatomy

being imaged then this also helps to account for the drop in SNR of

these images compared to the conventional volume coil; the SNR val-

ues from the volume coil were acquired imaging a phantom which had

a volume significantly bigger than the calf imaged.

The images themselves, in the region covered by the receive coil,
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are good quality. Basic muscle structure is visible in the calf and the

bones in the heel are visible in the ankle images. Only two regions of

B1 inhomogeneity are evident (circled in red).
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Figure 6.9: Images taken with the patch antenna transmitting and

a local receive coil. Images on the left are of a calf and images on

the right are of an ankle. The green lines mark the approximate size

and location of the receive coil. The red circles highlight potential B1

inhomogeneities. FFE sequence, TR of 100 ms, TE of 1.73 ms, 1.02

by 1.02 by 6 mm resolution. Note that all of these images have been

masked to remove a reconstruction artifact. In the transverse ankle

image there is a ghost artifact on the left, while the subject’s other

ankle is visible on the right.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The design for the dome coil has been successfully constructed and

tested. The dome coil achieves its goal of producing lower SAR in

the shoulders, and is also capable of fitting within the dome shaped

gradients. The SAR of the dome coil is lower than the SAR produced

by a comparable birdcage coil. B1 maps have been produced and from

these it has been shown that it is possible to tune and match each

element while decoupling them from their neighbours. Finally, the

dome coil has been used to image a pineapple and a squash and has

produced images with SNR values comparable to a conventional coil.

A number of problems arose while testing the dome coil which could

have been avoided by doing some things differently. To aid tuning and

matching it is desirable to ensure all variable capacitors can be accessed

and adjusted while the coil is both loaded and in the magnet, which

typically means having them aligned along the z-axis of the bore with

their adjustable parts outside the coil.

To reduce the coupling between coaxial feed lines and the elements
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it is better to have the coaxial cables on the outside of the RF screen as

much as possible, only passing through the screen directly above where

the elements need to be fed. Attempting to adjust the matching of the

elements by moving the feed points is also impractical, as moving the

coaxial cables introduces stray inductances and capacitances, as well

as requiring new holes to be drilled in the coil if the adjustments are

large. See Figure 7.1 for an illustration of this design.

Travelling wave MRI has been used in vivo. It does appear to be

possible to obtain reasonable quality images if the patch antenna is used

to transmit and a local receive coil is used to detect the signal. The main

problems with implementing travelling wave MRI at the moment are

the small size of the receive coil, the high power which therefore requires

long TR times, and the minimum distance of 50 cm between the subject

and the patch antenna that is required by the SAR levels. A new

receive coil could provide a larger FOV and thus allow the advantages of

travelling wave MRI (specifically its mitigation of B1 inhomogeneities)

to be tested. High power is likely to remain an issue and will therefore

probably limit the travelling wave approach to where long TR’s are

either not a problem or the power levels are drastically reduced, such

as in short imaging sequences and spectroscopy. The minimum safe

distance of 50 cm is currently a problem as the patch antenna has to be

mounted on the end of the scanner bed. This then imposes limitations

on what regions of the subjects body can be in the scanner gradients

and still be 50 cm from the patch antenna. Currently only imaging of

the feet and lower calf is practical. This problem can be easily overcome
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Figure 7.1: Top: the coaxial cables in the dome coil were tac-soldered

onto the RF screen and then bent up to reach the feed point. Bottom:

a sturdier and more electrically stable design would be to keep the cable

outside the RF screen, and then pass it through a hole directly beneath

the feed point.

by using longer cables to attach the patch antenna to the scanner: the

patch antenna could then be mounted at the very end of the bore

or even outside the bore if an extension of the bore’s waveguide was

available. This is demonstrated in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Top: the distance between the imaging volume and the

patch antenna is very limited due to the short cables and limited bed

motion. Bottom: a bore extension and longer cables drastically increase

the available space between the patch antenna and imaging volume,

making it easier to access different regions of the subjects anatomy.
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7.1 Future Work

The geometry of the dome coil has been proven to reduce SAR but

still be viable for imaging, so more dome shaped coils should be in-

vestigated. A birdcage-style dome coil would be usable on any seven

T MRI system. The elements could be made shorter by removing the

five to ten centimeters nearest the apex of the dome. This would help

to reduce coupling between the elements as well as approximating a

normal birdcage design better. The loss of B1 at the very top of the

head would probably not be a problem, based upon the simulations of

the dome coil already performed. An initial concept diagram for this

coil is shown in Figure 7.3.

The dome coil could also be adapted for only four-element multi-

transmit by removing every other element as shown in Figure 7.4. This

would help to reduce coupling between the elements and would also

allow the coil to be used on a dual-transmit system with each channel

being used in quadrature.

Constructing a larger receive array coil, such as the one shown in

Figure 7.5, will allow travelling wave MRI to be investigated more thor-

oughly. It could also make it possible to image new regions of the

body using the seven T Achieva system, such as the spine or abdomen.

Adapting the patch antenna so that it can be mounted at the very

end of the bore is a relatively straight-forward task and would make

scanning with the travelling wave approach much easier.
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Figure 7.3: Initial concept for a dome birdcage coil. The RF screen is

the same as for the dome coil, but the eight elements are shorter and

are connected to a ring at both the top and bottom of each element.

Figure 7.4: Initial concept for a four element dome coil. This design is

identical to the eight element dome coil but with every other element

removed.
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Figure 7.5: Initial concept for a four element spine coil. The four

elements would be decoupled through pin-diode decoupling and using

low-impedance preamlifiers. Note that in the diagram the elements are

offset from each other to make the diagram clearer: in the actual coil

all four elements would line up.
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Appendix A

MATLAB Code

The following is a copy of the MATLAB program used to generate the

R pulse sequences for multiple transmit imaging discussed in chapter 5.

% Daniel Lee 15/10/2008

% A program to generate a pulse for a 2D excitation pattern using

R coils.

% Input Data

M0 = 1; % Equilibrium magnetisation

gamma = 1; % Gyromagnetic ratio

T = 2e-3; % Pulse duration

N = 256; % Number of data points

n = 8; % Cycles of spiral

a = 50; % Scaling for k-space trajectory

alpha = 1; % Scaling for the tip angle

beta = 2; % Determines the spatial resolution of the selective volume
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R = 8; % The number of coils

% Calculate Basics

t = linspace(0,T,N);

x = linspace(-N/2,N/2,N);

y = linspace(-N/2,N/2,N);

{X Y} = meshgrid(x,y);

% Specify the desired excitation pattern, gradients, and sensitivity pro-

files

Pdes = double(imread(’logo.bmp’));

FOX = ones(floor(N/1.5),floor(N/1.5));

Sfull = zeros(N*R,N); % Sensitivity profiles

sens = zeros(N,N);

for r = 1:R

u = double(imread(sprintf(’sensitivity profile %1.0f real.bmp’,r)));

Sfull(((r-1)*N)+1:r*N,:) = u(:,:,1)/(max(max(u(:,:,1))));

sens = sens + u(:,:,1)/(max(max(u(:,:,1))));

end

Gz = zeros(1,N);

Gx = spiralx(t,a,gamma,T,n);

Gy = spiraly(t,a,gamma,T,n);

Gz = Gz * max(Gy); % Scale Gz to be comparable to Gx and Gy
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G = sqrt(Gx.2̂ + Gy.2̂ + Gz.2̂);

% Reduce Pdes and Sfull to the FOX

{FOXx FOXy} = size(FOX);

firstpointx = floor((N - FOXx)/2+1);

firstpointy = floor((N - FOXy)/2+1);

lastpointx = floor((N - FOXx)/2 + FOXx);

lastpointy = floor((N - FOXy)/2 + FOXy);

sens = sens(firstpointx:lastpointx,firstpointy:lastpointy);

Pdes = Pdes(firstpointx:lastpointx,firstpointy:lastpointy);

temp2 = zeros(FOXx*R,FOXy);

for r = 1:R

temp = Sfull(((r-1)*N)+1:r*N,:);

temp2(((r-1)*FOXy)+1:r*FOXy,:) =

temp(firstpointx:lastpointx,firstpointy:lastpointy);

end

Sfull = temp2;

{XFOX YFOX} = meshgrid(x(firstpointx:lastpointx),

y(firstpointy:lastpointy));

% Calculate k, pdes, and B1

kx = zeros(1,N);

area = zeros(1,N);
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for tau = 1:N

area(tau) = integrate(Gx,t,tau,N);

kx(tau) = - gamma * area(tau);

end

ky = zeros(1,N);

area = zeros(1,N);

for tau = 1:N

area(tau) = integrate(Gy,t,tau,N);

ky(tau) = - gamma * area(tau);

end

pdes = fftshift(fft2(Pdes,N,N));

pdes = diag(pdes);

sfull = fftshift(fft2(Sfull,N*R,N));

%sfullv = zeros(N,N);

Gv = zeros(1,N/R);

pdesv = zeros(1,N/R);

sv = zeros(N,N/R,R);

for r = 1:R

for v = 1:N/R
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w = v + (r-1)*N/R;

for n = 1:N

sv(n, v, r) = sfull(n,w);

end

Gv(1,v) = G(1,w);

pdesv(1,v) = pdes(w,1);

end

end

sfullv = reshape(sv,N,N);

Av = abs(Gv) ./ pdesv;

pw = lsqr(sfullv,pdes)’;

% A = abs(G) ./ pdes’;

p = zeros(R,N/R);

B1 = zeros(R,N/R);

for r = 1:R

for n = 1:N/R

p(r,n) = pw(1,(r-1)*N/R+n);

B1(r,n) = Av(n) .* M0 .* p(r,n);

end

end
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B1out = reshape(B1’,1,N);

% Save the data to file

fid = fopen(’RF2DRElement.txt’,’w’);

fprintf(fid, ’%d \n’, B1out);
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